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Control! 59! 22! 60! 105! 6! 9! 5! 20! 2! 21!



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































✓! ! ! ✓! ✓! ✓! ! ! ✓!




THE!PAST!IS!BEHIND! ! ! ✓! ! ! ! ! ! !
MOVING!FORWARDS!IS!
IMPROVEMENT! ! ✓! ! ! ! ✓! ! ! !
MOVEMENT!IS!FREEDOM! ! ! ! ! ! ! ✓! ! !
Sources:!the!
body! /! ! ✓! $ $ $ $ ✓$ $ $
Metaphorical!
adjectives!
SIZE!IS!AMOUNT! ! ✓! ! ! ! ! ✓! ! !




ENTITIES!ARE!LIVING!THINGS! ✓! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
CULTURES!ARE!SPACES! ✓! ! ! ! ! ✓! ! ! !
CULTURES!ARE!SUBSTANCES! ✓! ! ! ! ! ✓! ! ! !
CULTURES!ARE!
CONSTRUCTIONS! ✓! ! ! ! ! ✓! ! ! !
CULTURES!HAVE!MANY!
PARTS! ✓! ! ! ! ! ✓! ! ! !












BREAKING!SOMETHING! ✓! ! ! ! ✓! ! ! ! !
! MORE!IS!UP!AND!LESS!IS!






SICKNESS!OR!INSANITY! ! ! $ $ $ $ ✓$ $ $
! BEING!INTERESTED!IS!
ENTERING!SOMETHING!  !  $ $  ✓ $  
! STRONG!EMOTION!IS!
PHYSICAL!FORCE!  !  $ $  ✓ $  
Metaphors!for!
time!
TIME!IS!MONEY! ✓ !  $ $ ✓  $  
TIME!IS!MOVEMENT!OR!
SPACE!  ✓!  $ $ ✓  $  
! ABSTRACT!ENTITIES!ARE!
PHYSICAL!STRUCTURES!  !  $ $ ✓  $  
! ABSTRACT!FORCES!ARE!













































































































































CEFR$band$ TOEIC$cut$score$ Control$group$ Experimental$group$
A1! 120! 0! 0!
A2! 225! 18! 17!
B1! 550! 4! 4!
B2! 785! 1! 2!
C1! 945! 0! 0!






















































































Control! 2.51!(2.59)! 5296! 2.16%! 12310! 17606! 7.18%!






































































LogUlikelihood! U44.14****! 118.22****! 429.15****! U1131.08****! !





















































LogUlikelihood! 42.45****! U22.40****! 420.29****! U1141.86****! !















































































































































































































































































































































































































































U* z* p! r*























(1.53%)! 11.71%! 11.70%! 23.04! 23.96! 254.000! U.231! .818! 0.03!



























































































































































Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Nouns! 7.12%! 6.48%! 7.02%!(2.09%)! 7.32%!(2.20%)!
Verbs! 20.19%! 22.27%! 20.95%!(4.59%)! 21.62%!(4.60%)!
Phrasal!verbs! 75.00%! 55.56%! 69.58%!(31.57%)! 59.84%!(32.63%)!
Adjectives! 7.14%! 8.11%! 7.61%!(4.10%)! 8.54%!(2.87%)!
Adverbs! 1.56%! 2.08%! 1.90%!(1.77%)! 2.01%!(1.34%)!
Conjunctions! 0.00%! 0.00%! 0.10%!(0.24%)! 0.16%!(0.36%)!
Determiners! 8.97%! 9.90%! 8.75%!(3.56%)! 9.96%!(4.69%)!
Prepositions! 39.52%! 40.18%! 41.08%!(4.94%)! 39.97%!(5.30%)!
Other! 3.13%! 3.64%! 3.24%!(1.85%)! 3.63%!(1.93%)!




U* z* p* r!
Con.! Exp.!
Nouns! 23.22! 23.78! 258.000! U.143! .886! 0.02!
Verbs! 22.70! 24.30! 246.000! U.406! .684! 0.06!
Phrasal!verbs! 23.93! 20.33! 191.500! U.958! .338! 0.14!
Adjectives! 20.87! 26.13! 204.000! U1.329! .184! 0.20!
Adverbs! 22.72! 24.28! 246.500! U.397! .691! 0.06!
Conjunctions! 23.04! 23.96! 254.000! U.333! .739! 0.05!
Determiners! 21.74! 25.26! 224.000! U.890! .374! 0.13!
Prepositions! 24.70! 22.30! 237.000! U.604! .546! 0.09!




























































































































































































































































Metaphor$theme$ Taught$$ Untaught$$ Taught$$ Untaught$$
PRECIOUS!MATERIALS!ARE!VALUABLE,!WONDERFUL!OR!
BEAUTIFUL!ENTITIES!
1! 0! 16! 0!
Sources!of!metaphor:!plants! 5! 0! 8! 0!
MOVING!FORWARD!IS!IMPROVEMENT! 17! 5! 19! 5!
MOVEMENT!IS!FREEDOM! 2! 2! 13! 3!
Sources!of!metaphor:!the!body! 7! 13! 9! 14!
Metaphorical!adjectives! 70! 111! 107! 178!
CULTURES!ARE!LIVING!THINGS! 41! 31! 52! 42!
CULTURES!ARE!SPACES! 33! 12! 108! 7!
CULTURES!ARE!SUBSTANCES! 69! 28! 83! 20!
CULTURES!ARE!CONSTRUCTIONS! 5! 6! 15! 1!
CULTURES!HAVE!MANY!PARTS! 55! 15! 33! 28!
CULTURES!ARE!POSSESSIONS! 27! 54! 56! 64!
MORE!OF!AN!ABSTRACT!THING!IS!AN!INCREASE!IN!SIZE!OR!
HEIGHT!
11! 8! 25! 13!
MORE!IS!UP!AND!LESS!IS!DOWN! 13! 7! 10! 4!
STRONG!EMOTIONS!ARE!SICKNESS/INSANITY! 2! 0! 3! 0!
BEING!INTERESTED!IS!ENTERING!SOMETHING! 3! 1! 7! 0!
STRONG!EMOTION!IS!PHYSICAL!FORCE! 0! 2! 5! 9!

























Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught! 0.86%! 1.04%! 0.86%!(0.27%)! 1.04%!(0.27%)!
Untaught! 0.69%! 0.70%! 0.70%!(0.29%)! 0.70%!(0.28%)!
Combined! 1.57%! 1.75%! 1.56%!(0.41%)! 1.74%!(0.33%)!
NonUtarget!(OC)! 4.57%! 4.83%! 4.47%!(0.89%)! 4.71%!(0.74%)!






U* z* p* r*
Con.$ Exp.$
Taught! 19.22! 27.78! 166.000! U2.164! .030#! 0.32!
Untaught! 23.00! 24.00! 253.000! U.253! .801! 0.04!
Combined! 20.52! 26.48! 196.000! U1.505! .132! 0.22!
NonUtarget!(OC)! 21.17! 25.83! 211.000! U1.175! .240! 0.17!






















































































metaphor$forms$ Types$ $ Calculation$
1! big! 1! ! All!types!=!602!
2! biggest! 2! ! 10!÷!602!=!1.66%!
3! dropped! 3! ! !
4! explode! 4! ! !
5! freeUspirited! 5! ! !
6! high! 6! ! !
7! high! ! !
8! high! ! !
9! hybrid! 7! ! !
10! losing! 8! ! !
11! losing! ! !
12! losing! ! !
13! snowballed! 9! ! !
14! snowballed! ! !






Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Target! 1.95%! 2.53%! 2.10%!(0.73%)! 2.60%!(0.66%)!
Untaught! 1.61%! 1.64%! 1.61%!(0.54%)! 1.66%!(0.58%)!
Combined! 3.93%! 4.10%! 3.71%!(0.99%)! 4.25%!(0.86%)!








19.26! 27.74! 0.032#! 167.000! U2.142! 0.32!
Ratio!of!untaught!target!
MRW!types!to!all!types!
23.13! 23.87! 0.852! 256.000! U0.187! 0.03!
Ratio!of!combined!target!
MRW!types!to!all!types!
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Low! 10.28%! 11.03%! 10.19%!(1.19%)! 11.24%!(1.53%)!
Mid! 11.67%! 10.90%! 11.77%!(1.80%)! 12.05%!(2.05%)!
High! 12.30%! 12.03%! 12.56%!(1.34%)! 11.90%!(1.01%)!







Control! 6.43! 12.88! 16.00! 7.639! 2! .022*!





































n* U* z* p* r* n* U* z* p* r*
LowUmid! 15! 13.000! U1.736! .083! 0.45! 15! 18.000! U1.157! .247! 0.30++!
LowUhigh! 15! 4.000! U2.777! .005*! 0.72! 16! 22.000! U1.050! .294! 0.26+!


















Groups$ n$ U$ z$ p$ r$
Low! 15! 15.000! U1.504! .132! 0.39++!
Mid! 15! 26.000! U.231! .817! 0.06!





















































































































































































































































Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
OpenJclass+metaphors+
Low! 8.61%! 10.78%! 8.53%!(1.51%)! 10.57%!(1.65%)!
Mid! 10.94%! 10.47%! 10.51%!(1.86%)! 11.12%!(2.19%)!
High! 11.62%! 11.93%! 11.96%!(1.77%)! 11.60%!(1.39%)!
ClosedJclass+metaphors+
Low! 12.47%! 11.81%! 12.71%!(1.46%)! 12.18%!(2.04%)!
Mid! 12.79%! 11.84%! 13.58%!(2.44%)! 13.55%!(3.45%)!
High! 13.92%! 11.82%! 13.34%!(1.67%)! 12.34%!(1.69%)!







Control! 5.86! 12.50! 16.88! 9.919! 2! .007**!








n* U* z* p* r* n* U* z* p* r*
LowUmid! 15! 12.000! U1.852! .064! 0.48++! 15! 25.000! U0.347! .728! 0.09!
LowUhigh! 15! 1.000! U3.125! .002**! 0.81+++! 16! 18.000! U1.470! .141! 0.37++!









Control! 10.00! 12.50! 13.25! 0.924! 2! .630!






n* U* z* p* r* n* U* z* p* r*
LowUmid! 15! 22.000! U0.694! .487! 0.18+! 15! 23.000! U0.579! .563! 0.15+!
LowUhigh! 15! 20.000! U0.926! .355! 0.24+! 16! 30.000! U0.210! .834! 0.05!






U* z* p* r* U! z! p$ r$
Low!groups! 10.000! U2.083! .037#! 0.54+++! 25.000! U0.347! .728! 0.09!
Mid!groups! 27.000! U0.116! .908! 0.03! 24.000! U0.463! .643! 0.12+!

































































































































































































Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+metaphors+
Low! 0.66%! 1.02%! 0.69%!(0.15%)! 0.92%!(0.24%)!
Mid! 0.85%! 1.08%! 0.90%!(0.31%)! 1.17%!(0.19%)!
High! 0.93%! 1.03%! 0.96%!(0.25%)! 1.04%!(0.32%)!
Untaught+target+metaphors+
Low! 0.50%! 0.86%! 0.59%!(0.23%)! 0.83%!(0.33%)!
Mid! 0.70%! 0.59%! 0.67%!(0.22%)! 0.64%!(0.24%)!
High! 0.72%! 0.59%! 0.83%!(0.36%)! 0.63%!(0.25%)!
Combined+target+metaphors+
Low! 1.30%! 1.71%! 1.28%!(0.26%)! 1.75%!(0.32%)!
Mid! 1.64%! 1.78%! 1.57%!(0.40%)! 1.82%!(0.38%)!
High! 1.84%! 1.80%! 1.79%!(0.43%)! 1.67%!(0.34%)!










Con.!(taught)! 8.00! 12.50! 15.00! 4.043! 2! .132!
Exp.!(taught)! 9.13! 14.86! 12.38! 2.704! 2! .259!
Con.!(untaught)! 9.43! 11.75! 14.50! 2.104! 2! .349!
Exp.!(untaught)! 14.63! 11.29! 10.00! 1.972! 2! .373!
Con.!(combined)! 7.57! 12.38! 15.50! 5.139! 2! .077!






U* z* p* r* U* z* p* r*
Taught+target+metaphors+
LowUmid! 17.000! U1.273! .203! 0.33++! 17.000! U1.273! .203! 0.33++!
LowUhigh! 11.000! U1.967! .049#! 0.51
+++! 22.000! U1.050! .294! 0.26+!
MidUhigh! 27.000! U0.525! .600! 0.14+! 21.000! U0.810! .418! 0.21+!
Untaught+target+metaphors+
LowUmid! 23.000! U0.579! .563! 0.15+! 21.000! U0.810! .418! 0.21+!
LowUhigh! 15.000! U1.504! .132! 0.39++! 18.000! U1.470! .141! 0.37++!
MidUhigh! 24.000! U0.840! .401! 0.22+! 26.000! U0.231! .817! 0.06!
Combined+target+metaphors+
LowUmid! 16.000! U1.389! .165! 0.36++! 27.000! U0.116! .908! 0.03!
LowUhigh! 9.000! U2.199! .028#! 0.63
+++! 31.000! 0.105! .916! 0.03!
















U* z* p* r* U* z* p* r* U* z* p* r*
Low! 9.00! U2.199! .028#! 0.57+++! 15.00! U1.504! .132! 0.39++! 5.00! U2.662! .008*! 0.69+++!
Mid! 13.00! U1.736! .083! 0.45++! 26.00! U0.231! .817! 0.06! 19.00! U1.042! .298! 0.27+!





























Con.$(SD)$ Exp.$(SD)$ Con.$(SD)$ Exp.$(SD)$
Taught+target+metaphor+types+
Low! 1.61%! 2.43%! 1.63%!(0.48%)! 2.31%!(0.55%)!
Mid! 1.91%! 2.63%! 2.17%!(0.71%)! 2.67%!(0.66%)!
High! 2.50%! 2.69%! 2.44%!(0.78%)! 2.82%!(0.72%)!
Untaught+target+metaphor+types+
Low! 1.46%! 1.61%! 1.45%!(0.63%)! 1.78%!(0.78%)!
Mid! 1.66%! 1.50%! 1.65%!(0.38%)! 1.53%!(0.35%)!
High! 1.70%! 1.75%! 1.71%!(0.64%)! 1.65%!(0.55%)!
Combined+target+metaphor+types+
Low! 2.93%! 3.84%! 3.08%!(0.86%)! 4.09%!(1.04%)!
Mid! 3.68%! 4.10%! 3.82%!(0.87%)! 4.20%!(0.70%)!
High! 4.38%! 4.49%! 4.15%!(1.03%)! 4.47%!(0.87%)!


























































































































Control!(taught)! 7.43! 12.63! 15.38! 5.229! 2! .073!
Experimental!(taught)! 9.25! 12.71! 14.13! 2.178! 2! .337!
Control!(untaught)! 9.86! 12.88! 13.00! 1.006! 2! .605!
Experimental!(untaught)! 12.50! 11.00! 12.38! 0.220! 2! .896!
Control!(combined)! 7.14! 13.00! 15.25! 5.601! 2! .061!






n* U* z* p* r* n* U* z* p* r*
Taught+target+metaphor+types+
LowUmid! 15! 13.000! U1.736! .083! 0.45++! 15! 20.000! U0.926! .355! 0.24+!
LowUhigh! 15! 11.000! U1.967! .049#! 0.51+++! 16! 18.000! U1.470! .141! 0.37++!
MidUhigh! 16! 22.000! U1.050! .294! 0.27+! 15! 25.000! U0.347! .728! 0.09!
Untaught+target+metaphor+types+
LowUmid! 15! 19.000! U1.042! .298! 0.27+! 15! 24.000! U0.463! .643! 0.12+!
LowUhigh! 15! 22.000! U0.694! .487! 0.18+! 16! 32.000! 0.000! .1.000! 0.00!
MidUhigh! 16! 30.000! U0.210! .834! 0.05! 15! 25.000! U0.347! .728! 0.09!
Combined+target+metaphor+types+
LowUmid! 15! 13.000! U1.736! .083! 0.45++! 15! 19.000! U1.042! .298! 0.27+!
LowUhigh! 15! 9.000! U2.199! .028#! 0.57+++! 16! 20.000! U0.926! .355! 0.23+!













U* z* p* r* U$ z$ p$ r$ U$ z$ p$ r$
Low! 11.000! U1.967! .049#! 0.51+++! 19.000! U1.042! .298! 0.27+! 16.000! U1.389! .165! 0.36++!
Mid! 15.000! U1.504! .132! 0.39++! 23.000! U0.579! .563! 0.15+! 21.000! U0.810! .418! 0.21+!
























































































































































































































































































































































































Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Evaluative+metaphors+
Low! 0.53%! 0.93%! 0.55%!(0.23%)! 0.92%!(0.30%)!
Mid! 0.76%! 0.59%! 0.78%!(0.21%)! 0.68%!(0.31%)!
High! 0.93%! 0.94%! 1.13%!(0.50%)! 0.91%!(0.27%)!
Textual+metaphors+
Low! 1.53%! 1.27%! 1.79%!(0.70%)! 1.51%!(0.67%)!
Mid! 1.86%! 1.98%! 2.02%!(0.63%)! 1.92%!(0.50%)!
High! 2.39%! 1.99%! 2.47%!(0.31%)! 1.91%!(0.43%)!
OpenJclass+unmarked+conventional+metaphors+
Low! 4.47%! 5.44%! 4.37%!(0.73%)! 5.23%!(0.85%)!
Mid! 5.64%! 5.94%! 5.23%!(0.92%)! 5.81%!(1.06%)!
High! 5.18%! 5.73%! 5.47%!(1.04%)! 5.52%!(0.66%)!








































square* df* p*Low$ Mid$ High$
Con.!(evaluative)! 6.71! 12.25! 16.38! 7.591! 2! .022*!
Exp.!(evaluative)! 14.00! 8.14! 13.38! 3.288! 2! .193!
Con.!(textual)! 8.57! 11.38! 15.63! 4.142! 2! .126!
Exp.!(textual)! 7.75! 14.00! 14.50! 4.837! 2! .089!
Con.!(unmarked!
conventional!OC)! 7.00! 14.38! 14.00! 5.481! 2! .065!
Exp.!(unmarked!






n* U* z* p* r* n* U* z* p* r*
Evaluative+metaphors+
LowUmid! 15! 13.000! U1.736! .083! 0.45++! 15! 14.000! U1.620! .105! 0.42++!
LowUhigh! 15! 6.000! U2.546! .011*! 0.66+++! 16! 30.000! U0.210! .834! 0.05!
MidUhigh! 16! 19.000! U1.365! .172! 0.34++! 15! 15.000! U1.504! .132! 0.39++!
Textual+metaphors+
LowUmid! 15! 20.000! U0.926! .355! 0.24+! 15! 12.000! U1.852! .064! 0.48++!
LowUhigh! 15! 12.000! U1.852! .064! 0.48++! 16! 14.000! U1.890! .059! 0.47++!
MidUhigh! 16! 19.000! U1.365! .172! 0.34++! 15! 26.000! U0.231! .817! 0.06!
OpenJclass+unmarked+conventional+metaphors+
LowUmid! 15! 10.000! U2.083! .037#! 0.54+++! 15! 17.000! U1.273! .203! 0.33++!
LowUhigh! 15! 11.000! U1.967! .049#! 0.51+++! 16! 25.000! U0.735! .462! 0.18+!











U* z* p* r* U* z* p* r* U* z* p* r*
Low! 8.00! U2.315! .021#! 0.60+++! 19.00! U1.042! .298! 0.27+! 14.00! U1.620! .105! 0.42++!
Mid! 16.00! U1.389! .165! 0.36++! 25.00! U0.347! .728! 0.09! 19.00! U1.042! .298! 0.27+!
High! 26.00! U0.630! .529! 0.16+! 9.00! U2.415! .016*! 0.60+++! 24.00! U0.840! .401! 0.21+!






































































































































































Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Evaluative+metaphor+types+
Low! 1.43%! 2.09%! 1.35%!(0.53%)! 2.16%!(0.62%)!
Mid! 2.01%! 1.60%! 1.98%!(0.36%)! 1.71%!(0.77%)!
High! 2.36%! 2.18%! 2.55%!(0.92%)! 2.19%!(0.59%)!
Textual+metaphor+types+
Low! 2.17%! 1.75%! 2.19%!(0.27%)! 1.80%!(0.38%)!
Mid! 2.25%! 2.10%! 2.22%!(0.49%)! 1.96%!(0.47%)!
High! 2.34%! 2.09%! 2.51%!(0.41%)! 2.13%!(0.54%)!
OpenJclass+unmarked+conventional+metaphor+types+
Low! 8.78%! 10.53%! 8.28%!(1.94%)! 10.97%!(1.75%)!
Mid! 11.34%! 11.58%! 10.71%!!(1.69%)! 11.65%!(0.96%)!
High! 10.97%! 12.02%! 10.98%!(1.72%)! 11.92%!(1.15%)!










5.86! 13.00! 16.38! 9.245! 2! .010*!
Experimental!
(all!evaluative)! 13.63! 8.57! 13.38! 2.577! 2! .276!
Control!
(all!textual)!
9.71! 10.88! 15.13! 2.714! 2! .257!
Experimental!
(all!textual)!
9.75! 12.00! 14.25! 1.761! 2! .415!
Control!(unmarked!
conventional!OC)!
6.14! 15.13! 14.00! 7.615! 2! .022*!
Experimental!(unmarked!
conventional!OC)!







n* U* z* p* r* n* U* z* p* r*
Evaluative+metaphor+types+
LowUmid! 15! 7.000! U2.430! .015*! 0.63+++! 15! 16.000! U1.389! .165! 0.36++!
LowUhigh! 15! 6.000! U2.546! .011*! 0.66+++! 16! 31.000! U0.105! .916! 0.03!
MidUhigh! 16! 19.000! U1.365! .172! 0.34++! 15! 16.000! U1.389! .165! 0.36++!
Textual+metaphor+types+
LowUmid! 15! 26.000! U0.463! .643! 0.12+! 15! 24.000! U0.463! .643! 0.12+!
LowUhigh! 15! 14.000! U1.620! .105! 0.42++! 16! 18.000! U1.470! .141! 0.37++!
MidUhigh! 16! 21.000! U1.155! .248! 0.29+! 15! 24.000! U0.463! .643! 0.12+!
OpenJclass+unmarked+conventional+metaphor+types+
LowUmid! 15! 8.000! U2.315! .021#! 0.36++! 15! 16.000! U1.389! .165! 0.36++!
LowUhigh! 15! 7.000! U2.430! .015*! 0.63+++! 16! 19.000! U1.365! .172! 0.34++!









U* z* p* r* U* z* p* r* U* z* p* r*
Low! 7.00! U2.430! .015*! 0.63+++! 14.00! U1.620! .105! 0.42++! 8.00! U2.315! .021#! 0.60+++!
Mid! 13.00! U1.736! .083! 0.45++! 21.00! U0.810! .418! 0.21+! 21.00! U0.810! .418! 0.21+!



































































































































































































































































































































Adverbs$ Conjunctions$ Determiners$ Prepositions$ Pronouns$
Control!group! 67.76! 5.02! 80.31! 13.69! 53.84!
Experimental!group! 37.39! 1.58! 67.23! 7.55! 63.36!


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
alive!(adj)! 0.08! 0.20! U1.40! U11.81! 3.45%! 9.68%!
evolution!(n)! 0.00! 0.20! U7.22**! U5.99! 0.00%! 9.68%!
evolve!(v)! 0.53! 0.81! U1.55! U11.66! 20.69%! 25.81%!
grow!(v)! 0.33! 1.28! U15.91****! 2.71+! 6.90%! 32.26%!
hybrid!(adj)! 2.12! 2.52! U0.94! U15.95! 31.03%! 29.03%!
hybrid!(n)! 2.49! 1.58! 5.51*! U7.69! 20.69%! 19.35%!
Untaught+target+forms+
birth!(n)! 0.00! 0.03! /! /! 0.00%! 3.23%!
birthplace!(n)! 0.08! 0.13! /! /! 3.45%! 3.23%!
growth!(n)! 0.45! 0.17! 3.61! /! 17.24%! 9.68%!
survival!(n)! 0.04! 0.07! /! /! 3.45%! 3.23%!













Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
come!into!(ph!v)! 0.98! 2.19! U12.55***! U0.65! 34.48%! 51.61%!
enter!(v)! 0.04! 0.34! U6.92**! U6.29! 3.45%! 12.90%!
export!(n)! 0.29! 0.50! U1.64! U11.56! 6.90%! 6.45%!
export!(v)! 0.00! 0.10! U3.61! U9.60! 0.00%! 9.68%!
import!(n)! 0.20! 0.24! U0.06! U13.41! 10.34%! 9.68%!
import!(v)! 0.73! 0.94! U0.69! U12.51! 20.69%! 25.81%!
inside!(prep)! 0.08! 0.10! /! /! 6.90%! 3.23%!
outside!(adv)! 0.12! 0.30! U2.10! U11.11! 3.45%! 9.68%!
outside!(n)! 0.45! 0.40! 0.06! U13.14! 13.79%! 12.90%!
outside!(prep)! 0.53! 0.77! U1.22! U11.98! 27.59%! 25.81%!
outsider!(n)! 0.08! 0.34! U4.39*! U8.81! 3.45%! 16.13%!
surround!(v)! 0.08! 0.40! U6.13*! U7.07! 3.45%! 12.90%!
take!in!(ph!v)! 0.53! 0.54! 0.00! U13.20! 17.24%! 12.90%!
transcend!(v)! 0.00! 0.34! U12.03***! U1.17! 0.00%! 3.23%!
Untaught+target+forms+
bring!into!(ph!v)! 0.00! 0.10! /! /! 0.00%! 9.68%!
contain!(v)! 0.04! 0.20! U3.06! U10.14! 3.45%! 9.68%!
exporter!(v)! 0.00! 0.03! /! /! 0.00%! 3.23%!
go!into!(ph!v)! 0.00! 0.10! /! /! 0.00%! 3.23%!
leave!(v)! 0.00! 0.03! /! /! 0.00%! 3.23%!
outside!(adj)! 0.00! 0.17! U6.02*! U7.19! 0.00%! 6.45%!
penetrate!(v)! 0.04! 0.03! /! /! 3.45%! 3.23%!
take!into!(ph!v)! 0.04! 0.03! /! /! 3.45%! 3.23%!












Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
absorb!(v)! 0.61! 0.77! U0.51! U12.70! 13.79%! 12.90%!
flow!(n)! 0.12! 0.54! U7.44**! U5.77! 6.90%! 19.35%!
flow!(v)! 0.00! 0.03! /! /! 0.00%! 3.23%!
fusion!(n)! 0.12! 0.47! U5.76*! U7.44! 3.45%! 16.13%!
mix!(n)! 0.00! 0.17! U6.02*! U7.19! 0.00%! 9.68%!
mix!(v)! 0.20! 0.71! U7.75**! U5.46! 6.90%! 16.13%!
mixture!(n)! 0.86! 0.50! 2.49! U10.71! 13.79%! 16.13%!
shape!(n)! 0.12! 0.27! U1.50! U11.71! 3.45%! 6.45%!
shape!(v)! 0.04! 0.57! U14.32***! 1.11! 3.45%! 6.45%!
spread!(v)! 0.20! 1.14! U18.97****! 5.77+! 13.79%! 38.71%!
Untaught+target+forms+
combination!(n)! 0.08! 0.07! /! U13.17! 6.90%! 6.45%!
combine!(v)! 0.20! 0.10! 0.96! U12.24! 13.79%! 6.45%!
form!(n)! 0.57! 0.64! U0.10! U13.10! 3.45%! 3.23%!













Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
construct!(v)! 0.24! 0.34! U0.39! U12.82! 13.79%! 19.35%!
fit!(v)! 0.04! 0.07! /! /! 3.45%! 6.45%!
fit!into!(ph!v)! 0.16! 0.24! U0.35! U12.85! 10.34%! 9.68%!
make!up!of!(ph!v)! 0.00! 0.07! /! /! 0.00%! 6.45%!
manufacture!(v)! 2.28! 1.45! 5.13*! U8.07! 10.34%! 3.23%!










Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
aspect!(n)! 0.73! 1.01! U1.17! U12.04! 17.24%! 25.81%!
component!(n)! 0.04! 0.34! U6.92**! U6.29! 3.45%! 12.90%!
divide!(v)! 0.08! 0.13! /! /! 3.45%! 9.68%!
element!(n)! 1.14! 1.75! U3.43! U9.77! 34.48%! 41.94%!
ingredient!(n)! 0.16! 0.44! U3.44! U9.76! 3.45%! 9.68%!
part!(n)! 1.18! 2.39! U11.04***! U2.16! 44.83%! 61.29%!
Untaught+target+forms+
add!(v)! 0.20! 0.24! U0.06! U13.14! 3.45%! 6.45%!












Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
borrow!(v)! 0.57! 1.24! U6.80**! U6.40! 20.69%! 12.90%!
claim!(v)! 0.04! 0.44! U10.02**! U3.18! 3.45%! 6.45%!
lose!(v)! 0.90! 1.04! U0.29! U12.91! 17.24%! 12.90%!
share!(v)! 0.37! 0.74! U3.41! U9.80! 10.34%! 9.68%!
shared!(adj)! 0.00! 0.03! /! /! 0.00%! 3.23%!
steal!(v)! 0.00! 0.17! U6.02*! U7.19! 0.00%! 3.23%!
take!(v)! 0.45! 0.50! U0.09! U13.12! 17.24%! 19.35%!
Untaught+target+forms+
accept!(v)! 0.16! 0.27! U0.70! U12.50! 10.34%! 12.90%!
adopt!(v)! 0.04! 0.03! /! /! 3.45%! 3.23%!
adoption!(n)! 0.04! 0.03! /! /! 3.45%! 3.23%!
exchange!(n)! 0.00! 0.10! /! /! 0.00%! 6.45%!
give!(v)! 0.00! 0.03! /! /! 0.00%! 3.23%!
have!(v)! 0.12! 0.13! /! /! 6.90%! 12.90%!
keep!(v)! 0.04! 0.13! /! /! 3.45%! 3.23%!
possess!(v)! 0.12! 0.13! /! /! 3.45%! 6.45%!










freq.$ Mean$rank$ U* Z* p* r*
Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught! 90! 0.24! 0.53! 37.89! 51.87! 692.500! U2.531! .011*! 0.27+!
Untaught! 48! 0.08! 0.12! 22.85! 25.68! 247.000! U.710! .478! 0.10+!

























U! Z! p! r!
Con.$ Exp.$ Con.! Exp.!
Taught! 90! 10.34%! 12.90%! 43.51! 47.16! 923.000! U.663! .508! 0.07!
Untaught! 48! 3.45%! 3.23%! 29.25! 21.11! 185.00! U2.055! .040#! 0.30++!





































































































































































Total! 567! 1044! U66.39****! 53.18+++!
Aural:!video! 119! 121! 1.86! U11.36!
Aural:!teacher!talk! 312! 436! U3.69! U9.51!
Aural:!explicit! 67! 351! U160.66****! 147.45+++!
Written:!text! 55! 89! U2.89! U10.32!





































































































Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
CULTURES!ARE!LIVING!THINGS! 6! 13! 2! 3!
CULTURES!ARE!SPACES! 1! 7! 2! 4!
CULTURES!ARE!SUBSTANCES! 1! 8! 0! 3!
CULTURES!ARE!CONSTRUCTIONS! 1! 3! 0! 1!
CULTURES!HAVE!MANY!PARTS! 1! 7! 1! 3!
CULTURES!ARE!POSSESSIONS! 1! 4! 0! 1!

















































































































CULTURES!ARE!LIVING!THINGS! 72! 94! 0.00! U11.52!
CULTURES!ARE!SPACES! 45! 115! U16.07****! 4.55+!
CULTURES!ARE!SUBSTANCES! 97! 103! 2.04! U9.49!
CULTURES!ARE!CONSTRUCTIONS! 11! 16! U0.08! U11.44!
CULTURES!HAVE!MANY!PARTS! 70! 61! 5.22*! U6.30!
CULTURES!ARE!POSSESSIONS! 81! 120! U0.83! U10.69!










































































Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
alive!(adj)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
evolution!(n)! 0.46! 0.53! /! /! 9%! 4%! 12%! 6%!
evolve!(v)! 2.74! 2.28! 0.21! U11.31! 35%! 35%! 18%! 24%!
grow!(v)! 0.23! 1.40! U4.52*! U7.00! 4%! 22%! 6%! 35%!
hybrid!(adj)! 2.97! 2.46! 0.24! U11.28! 30%! 39%! 35%! 12%!
hybrid!(n)! 2.97! 2.28! 0.45! U11.08! 35%! 43%! 18%! 18%!
Untaught+target+forms+
ancestor!(n)! 0.23! 0.18! /! /! 4%! 4%! 6%! 6%!
birth!(n)! 0.00! 0.35! /! /! 0%! 9%! 0%! 12%!
birthplace!(n)! 1.37! 0.53! 1.96! U9.56! 22%! 13%! 12%! 6%!
born!(v)! 5.25! 4.04! 0.79! U10.73! 52%! 52%! 29%! 47%!
bring!up!(ph!v)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
grow!up!(ph!v)! 0.00! 1.05! U6.85**! U4.67! 0%! 9%! 0%! 24%!
growth!(n)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
habitat!(n)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
recover!(v)! 0.00! 0.35! /! /! 0%! 9%! 0%! 12%!
revitalize!(v)! 0.00! 0.35! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!

















Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
come!into!(ph!v)! 1.14! 6.14! U18.13****! 6.61++! 17%! 43%! 24%! 59%!
enter!(v)! 0.46! 3.36! U11.81***! 0.28! 9%! 30%! 12%! 47%!
export!(n)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
export!(v)! 0.23! 0.18! /! /! 4%! 4%! 6%! 6%!
import!(n)! 0.00! 0.53! /! /! 0%! 13%! 0%! 18%!
import!(v)! 0.91! 5.79! U18.97****! 7.54++! 13%! 52%! 12%! 24%!
inside!(prep)! 0.68! 0.18! /! /! 4%! 4%! 12%! 6%!
outside!(adv)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
outside!(n)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
outside!(prep)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
outsider(n)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
surround!(v)! 0.23! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 6%! 0%!
take!in!(ph!v)! 3.88! 2.63! 1.20! U10.32! 35%! 30%! 47%! 29%!
transcend!(v)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
Untaught+target+forms+
access!(v)! 0.23! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 6%! 0%!
borderline!(n)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
bring!into!(ph!v)! 0.91! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 18%! 0%!
contain!(v)! 1.37! 0.00! 9.99**! U1.53! 4%! 0%! 29%! 0%!
deport!(v)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
go!into!(ph!v)! 0.00! 0.53! /! /! 0%! 9%! 0%! 12%!
intake!(v)! 0.23! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 6%! 0%!



















Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
absorb!(v)! 4.56! 0.88! 14.00***! 2.48+! 43%! 13%! 47%! 12%!
flow!(n)! 0.23! 0.18! /! /! 4%! 4%! 6%! 6%!
flow!(v)! 0.00! 0.35! /! /! 0%! 9%! 0%! 12%!
fusion!(n)! 0.00! 0.35! /! /! 0%! 9%! 0%! 12%!
mix!(n)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
mix!(v)! 2.05! 3.69! U2.30! U9.22! 30%! 48%! 29%! 59%!
mixture!(n)! 0.00! 1.05! U6.85**! U4.67! 0%! 17%! 0%! 24%!
shape!(n)! 0.68! 0.53! /! /! 13%! 9%! 18%! 6%!
shape!(v)! 0.23! 0.53! /! /! 4%! 9%! 6%! 12%!
spread!(v)! 7.99! 7.02! 0.31! U11.21! 65%! 78%! 59%! 71%!
Untaught+target+forms+
combine!(v)! 1.60! 0.53! 2.87! U8.65! 22%! 4%! 24%! 12%!
derive!(v)! 0.46! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 6%! 0%!
flood!(v)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
form!(n)! 2.97! 2.11! 0.73! U10.79! 17%! 35%! 24%! 35%!
form!(v)! 0.23! 0.18! /! /! 4%! 4%! 6%! 6%!
permeate!(v)! 0.23! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 6%! 0%!
refine!(v)! 0.00! 0.35! /! /! 0%! 9%! 0%! 12%!



















Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
construct!(v)! 0.91! 0.70! /! /! 17%! 13%! 6%! 6%!
damaged!(adj)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
fit!(v)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
fit!into!(ph!v)! 0.23! 0.70! /! /! 4%! 13%! 6%! 12%!
make!up!of!(ph!v)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
manufacture!(v)! 0.00! 1.05! U6.85**! U4.67! 0%! 9%! 0%! 6%!
Untaught+target+forms+
break!(v)! 0.23! 0.18! /! /! 4%! 4%! 6%! 6%!
destroy!(v)! 0.23! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 6%! 0%!
destruction!(n)! 0.23! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 6%! 0%!
reconstruct!(v)! 0.23! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 6%! 0%!
















Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
aspect!(n)! 3.42! 0.88! 8.20**! U3.32! 48%! 13%! 29%! 18%!
component!(n)! 0.46! 0.70! /! /! 9%! 17%! 12%! 24%!
divide!(v)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
element!(n)! 5.70! 2.63! 5.83*! U5.69! 57%! 39%! 47%! 35%!
ingredient!(n)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
part!(n)! 2.97! 1.40! 2.87! U8.65! 30%! 17%! 59%! 41%!
Untaught+target+forms+
add!(v)! 3.42! 4.56! U0.81! U10.71! 35%! 48%! 24%! 29%!

















Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught+target+forms+
borrow!(v)! 0.00! 0.35! /! /! 0%! 9%! 0%! 6%!
claim!(v)! 0.68! 0.35! /! /! 13%! 4%! 6%! 12%!
lose!(v)! 2.97! 5.44! U3.62! U7.90! 35%! 65%! 18%! 18%!
share!(v)! 0.00! 0.70! U4.56*! U6.96! 0%! 13%! 0%! 12%!
shared!(adj)! 0.00! 0.00! /! /! /! /! /! /!
steal!(v)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
take!(v)! 2.51! 2.81! U0.08! U11.44! 22%! 26%! 41%! 35%!
Untaught+target+forms+
accept!(v)! 3.65! 2.11! 2.10! U9.42! 35%! 35%! 53%! 41%!
adopt!(v)! 1.60! 1.93! U0.16! U11.36! 26%! 30%! 29%! 29%!
exchange!(n)! 0.23! 0.00! /! /! 4%! 0%! 6%! 0%!
exchange!(v)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
give!(v)! 0.23! 0.35! /! /! 4%! 4%! 6%! 12%!
hand!down!(ph!v)! 0.46! 0.00! /! /! 9%! 0%! 6%! 0%!
have!(v)! 2.51! 2.63! U0.01! U11.51! 35%! 43%! 41%! 35%!
inherit!(v)! 0.23! 0.35! /! /! 4%! 9%! 6%! 12%!
keep!(v)! 2.74! 1.76! 1.08! U10.44! 26%! 26%! 47%! 41%!
pass!(v)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
possess!(v)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
receive!(v)! 0.68! 1.05! U0.39! U11.13! 9%! 17%! 12%! 24%!
retain!(v)! 0.00! 0.18! /! /! 0%! 4%! 0%! 6%!
















































































Untaught! grow!up! receive! born,!form!(n),!add,!accept,!adopt,!have,!keep!

























n*a* rs* p* n*
a* rs* p*
Normalised!freq.!in!COCA! 25! .216! .278! 37! .281! .093!
Normalised!freq.!in!input!corpus! 25! .700! .000**! 37! .677! .000**!












































Con.!(taught)! 1.70! 2.00! 2.30! 4.356! .113!
Con.!(untaught)! 2.04! 1.91! 2.04! 0.273! .873!
Con.!(combined)! 1.96! 1.87! 2.17! 1.130! .568!
Exp.!(taught)! 1.39! 1.96! 2.65! 18.348! .000*!
Exp.!(untaught)! 1.70! 1.74! 2.57! 11.545! .003*!




























































































































output$frequenciesa)$ n* z* p* r*
Experimental! Taught!
Weeks!1U5!/!Weeks!6U10!































































U* z* p* r*
Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Taught!(Weeks!1U5)! 31.45! 16.31! 26.48! 20.52! 196.000+ U1.515+ .130+ 0.22+!
Taught!(Weeks!6U10)! 55.35! 60.70! 22.35! 24.65! 238.000! U.582! .560! 0.09!
Taught!(Weeks!11U15)! 59.59! 97.48! 19.22! 27.78! 166.000! U2.164! .030#! 0.32++!
Untaught!(Weeks!1U5)! 30.72! 13.48! 27.39! 19.61! 175.000+ U1.984+ .047#+ 0.29+!
Untaught!(Weeks!6U10)! 26.25! 15.17! 26.43! 20.57! 197.000+ U1.493+ .135+ 0.22+!
Untaught!(Weeks!11U15)! 23.75! 46.89! 21.13! 25.87! 210.000! U1.199! .230! 0.18+!
Combined!(Weeks!1U5)! 62.89! 32.36! 28.74! 18.26! 144.000+ U2.648+ .008*+ 0.39++!
Combined!(Weeks!6U10)! 87.98! 75.87! 24.91! 22.09! 232.000! U.714! .475! 0.11+!



































Control! 23! 21.130! 1.22! 2.39! 2.39! .000*!





(mean$ranks)$ Ties$ Sums$of$ranks$ z* p* r*
Control+condition!
Weeks!1U5!/!6U10! 4!(4.00)! 19!(13.68)! 0! 16.00!/!260.00! U3.711! .000***! 0.77+++!
Weeks!1U5!/!11U15! 1!(2.00)! 22!(12.45)! 0! 2.00!/!274.00! U4.137! .000***! 0.86+++!
Weeks!6U10!/!11U15! 13!(10.77)! 10!(13.60)! 0! 140.00!/!136.00! U0.061! .951! 0.01!
Experimental+condition!
Weeks!1U5!/!6U10! 6!(4.92)! 17!(14.50)! 0! 29.50!/!246.50! U3.300! .001**! 0.69+++!
Weeks!1U5!/!11U15! 4!(7.25)! 19!(13.00)! 0! 29.00!/!247.00! U3.315! .001**! 0.69+++!
Weeks!6U10!/!11U15! 14!(13.82)! 9!(9.17)! 0! 193.50!/!82.50! U1.688! .091! 0.35++!









U* z* p* r*
Con.$ Exp.$ Con.$ Exp.$
Weeks!1U5! 522! 747! 14.80! 32.20! 64.500! U4.394! .000***! 0.65+++!
Weeks!6U10! 737! 882! 18.61! 28.39! 152.000! U2.472! .013*! 0.36++!
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































<!1.0! U94.08****! 82.96+++! U106.94****! 95.64+++! 0.04! U11.48!
1.0U1.99! U128.68****! 117.56+++! U143.66****! 132.36+++! 0.00! U11.52!
2.0U2.99! U6.40*! U4.72! U6.91**! U4.39! 0.00! U11.52!
3.0U3.99! U1.87! U9.25! U4.75*! U6.55! 0.80! U10.72!
4.0U4.99! U0.26! U10.87! U14.95***! 3.65+! 15.94****! 4.42+!










































































































































































































































































































<1.0! 64! 28.96! 31.91! 37.78! 2.302! 2! .316!
1.0U1.99! 64! 23.98! 30.09! 46.47! 15.343! 2! .000*!
2.0U2.99! 64! 35.98! 32.20! 28.44! 1.664! 2! .435!
3.0U3.99! 64! 35.93! 33.74! 26.53! 2.737! 2! .254!
4.0U4.99! 64! 40.93! 29.41! 25.67! 7.779! 2! .020*!


















































Control! 41! 23.81! 18.80! /! 156.500! U1.327! .185! 0.28
+!
BAWE!U!
Experimental! 41! 23.47! /! 19.07! 162.500! U1.169! .242! 0.24
+!
Control!U!








Control! 41! 28.56! 15.09! /! 71.000! U3.573! .000**! 0.75
+++!
BAWE!U!
Experimental! 41! 27.42! /! 15.98! 91.500! U3.034! .002**! 0.63
+++!
Control!U!








Control! 41! 18.25! 23.15! /! 157.500! U1.301! .193! 0.27
+!
BAWE!U!
Experimental! 41! 19.69! /! 22.02! 183.500! U0.617! .537! 0.13
+!
Control!U!








Control! 41! 17.36! 23.85! /! 141.500! U1.721! .085! 0.36
++!
BAWE!U!
Experimental! 41! 18.67! /! 22.83! 165.000! U1.103! .270! 0.23
+!
Control!U!







Control! 41! 15.92! 24.98! /! 115.500! U2.404! .016*! 0.50
+++!
BAWE!U!
Experimental! 41! 19.25! /! 22.37! 175.500! U0.828! .408! 0.17
+!
Control!U!






Control! 41! 15.25! 25.50! /! 103.500! U2.719! .007*! 0.57
+++!
BAWE!U!
Experimental! 41! 15.47! /! 25.33! 107.500! U2.614! .009*! 0.55
+++!
Control!U!
Experimental! 46! /! 24.54! 22.46! 240.500! U0.527! .598! 0.11
+!
























































Adjectives! U27.11****! 15.99+++! U9.77**! U1.53! U7.62**! U3.90!
Adverbs! 55.94****! 44.82+++! 6.53*! U4.77! 44.86****! 33.35+++!
Nouns! U127.38****! 116.26+++! U128.35****! 117.05+++! U0.37! U11.15!
Phrasal!verbs! U2.26! U8.86! U1.82! U9.49! U0.07! U11.45!






































































































































Adjectives! 2.21! U8.91! 25.34****! 14.04+++! U17.99****! 6.47++!
Adverbs! 36.02****! 24.89+++! 12.06***! 0.76! 11.62***! 0.10!
Nouns! 43.11****! 31.99+++! 14.94***! 3.64+! 13.21***! 1.69!
Phrasal!verbs! U14.55***! 3.42+! U12.45***! 1.15! U0.31! U11.21!








































































































Literal$ Metaphorical$ Literal$ Metaphorical$
High! 0! 27! 1! 37!
Low! 1! 8! 0! 3!
Big! 12! 22! 12! 47!
Small! 18! 2! 7! 3!
Dark! 1! 3! 0! 9!
Bright! 0! 0! 0! 3!
Strong! 8! 15! 5! 19!
Weak! 0! 1! 0! 1!




































































Low! 12! 0!(0.00%)! 0!(0.00%)! 0!(0.00%)! 0!(0.00%)!
Mid! 25! 3!(12.00%)! 2!(8.00%)! 0!(0.00%)! 1!(4.00%)!






l! Low! 45! 12!(26.67%)! 4!(8.89%)! 1!(2.22%)! 7!(15.56%)!
Mid! 34! 8!(23.53%)! 1!(2.94%)! 2!(5.88%)! 5!(14.71%)!




Low! 57! 12!(21.05%)! 4!(7.02%)! 1!(1.75%)! 7!(12.28%)!
Mid! 59! 11!(18.64%)! 3!(5.08%)! 2!(3.39%)! 6!(10.17%)!
High! 89! 17!(19.10%)! 6!(6.74%)! 5!(5.62%)! 6!(6.74%)!


















Control! 82! 59!(71.95%)! 80!(97.56%)! 2!(2.44%)!












Control! 51! 33!(64.71%)! 49!(96.08%)! 2!(3.92%)!























Control! Experimental$ Control! Experimental$
big!hit! 7.02! high!level! 7.31! high!technique! U0.09! strong!manner! U1.37!
low!cost! 6.77! bright!future! 7.18! big!incident! 0.03! big!meaning! U0.68!
dark!side! 6.20! low!cost! 6.77! strong!level! 0.62! big!culture! U0.63!
high!quality! 5.96! dark!side! 6.20! low!age! 1.20! dark!life! U0.28!
high!cost! 5.86! strong!bond! 5.97! big!category! 1.22! big!mobilization! U0.16!
strong!influence! 5.84! high!quality! 5.96! big!movement! 1.28! strong!oil! U0.13!
strong!desire! 5.82! high!cost! 5.86! deep!culture! 1.41! high!technique! U0.09!
big!difference! 5.63! big!difference! 5.63! deep!history! 1.77! small!popularity! 0.60!
strong!opinion! 5.51! small!group! 5.54! dark!part! 1.90! big!popularity! 0.83!
high!rank! 5.50! big!corporation! 5.47! high!nutrition! 1.98! bright!world! 1.10!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Top$10$by$t8score! Bottom$10$by$t8score!
Control! Experimental! Control! Experimental!
big!problem! 72.77! high!level! 129.76! high!technique! U0.33! big!culture! U3.10!
small!number! 65.16! small!group! 78.80! big!incident! 0.07! strong!manner! U2.23!
high!cost! 58.24! big!problem! 72.77! strong!level! 2.55! big!meaning! U2.01!
big!difference! 54.77! high!cost! 58.24! deep!culture! 2.99! dark!life! U1.42!
low!cost! 52.11! big!difference! 54.77! strong!curiosity! 3.17! strong!oil! U0.40!
high!quality! 51.64! low!cost! 52.11! high!nutrition! 3.66! high!technique! U0.33!
big!company! 48.01! high!quality! 51.64! big!category! 4.00! big!mobilization! U0.11!
dark!side! 41.68! dark!side! 41.68! deep!history! 5.09! small!popularity! 0.83!
big!change! 40.63! big!game! 41.46! low!age! 5.31! strong!cigar! 1.15!












































Control! 82! 25!(30.49%)! 8!(9.76%)! 56!(68.29%)!
Experimental! 123! 49!(39.84%)! 34!(27.64%)! 66!(53.66%)!
LogJlikelihood+tests+based+on+totals+as+proportions+of+output+corpora+a!
LogUlikelihood!b! ! U2.90! U11.23***! 0.29!






































Control! 118! 41!(34.75%)! 73!(61.86%)! 45!(38.14%)!
Experimental! 187! 52!(27.81%)! 98!(52.41%)! 89!(47.59%)!
LogJlikelihood+tests+based+on+totals+as+proportions+of+output+corpora+a+
LogUlikelihood!b! U2.88! 0.01! U0.04! U5.48*!
Bayes!factor!
effect!size! U8.64! U11.51! U11.48! U6.04!





























Control! 118! 36!(30.51%)! 11!(9.32%)! 80!(67.80%)!
Experimental! 187! 92!(49.20%)! 40!(21.39%)! 93!(49.73%)!
LogJlikelihood+tests+based+on+totals+as+proportions+of+output+corpora+a!
LogUlikelihood!b! ! U12.86**! U10.79**! 0.53!
Bayes!factor!
effect!size! ! 1.34! U0.73! U10.99!








































Control! Experimental! Control! Experimental!
shape! 6.16! shape! 6.16! come!into! U1.49! realize! U2.71!
absorb! 4.53! preserve! 5.98! show! U1.24! feel! U1.71!
export! 4.28! revitalize! 5.22! add! U0.99! come!into! U1.49!
interact! 4.25! evolve! 4.85! give! U0.84! show! U1.24!
expose! 4.04! absorb! 4.53! take! U0.83! bring!up! U1.08!
derive! 3.97! erase! 4.12! have! U0.51! add! U0.99!
emerge! 3.89! expose! 4.04! make! U0.44! give! U0.84!
adopt! 3.86! share! 3.94! come! U0.34! take! U0.83!
adapt! 3.79! retain! 3.91! grow!up! 0.55! rise! U0.70!
relate! 3.75! adopt! 3.86! spread!out! 0.57! have! U0.51!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Top$10$by$t8score! Bottom$10$by$t8score!
Control! Experimental! Control! Experimental!
shape! 14.32! shape! 14.32! have! U11.40! have! U11.40!
produce! 11.53! preserve! 13.92! take! U6.73! feel! U9.62!
relate! 9.97! share! 12.75! show! U5.95! realize! U7.85!
bring! 9.54! produce! 11.53! give! U5.27! take! U6.73!
emerge! 8.95! relate! 9.97! make! U4.07! show! U5.95!
reflect! 8.18! reflect! 8.18! add! U3.55! give! U5.27!
adopt! 7.74! evolve! 8.13! come! U2.73! make! U4.07!
connect! 7.69! adopt! 7.74! come!into! U2.55! add! U3.55!
develop! 7.56! fit! 7.72! spread!out! 0.33! come! U2.73!



















































Low! 33! 19!(57.58%)! 11!(33.33%)! 2!(6.06%)! 6!(18.18%)!
Mid! 47! 17!(36.17%)! 13!(27.66%)! 0!(0.00%)! 4!(8.51%)!






l! Low! 50! 26!(52.00%)! 11!(22.00%)! 1!(2.00%)! 14!(28.00%)!
Mid! 70! 26!(37.14%)! 16!(22.86%)! 3!(4.29%)! 7!(10.00%)!




Low! 83! 45!(54.22%)! 22!(26.51%)! 3!(3.61%)! 20!(24.10%)!
Mid! 117! 43!(36.75%)! 29!(24.79%)! 3!(2.56%)! 11!(9.40%)!
High! 105! 32!(30.48%)! 16!(15.24%)! 4!(3.81%)! 12!(11.43%)!


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Control! 105! 49!(46.67%)! 32!(30.48%)! 4!(3.81%)! 13!(13.38%)!
Experimental! 131! 54!(41.22%)! 24!(18.32%)! 11!(8.40%)! 19!(14.50%)!
LogUlikelihood!a! ! 0.39! 3.60! U3.26! U0.20!
Bayes!factor!
effect!size! ! U5.07! U1.86! U2.20! U5.27!














































Low! 28! 16!(57.14%)! 11!(39.29%)! 0!(0.00%)! 5!(17.86%)!
Mid! 53! 21!(39.62%)! 14!(26.42%)! 2!(3.77%)! 5!(9.43%)!






l! Low! 48! 33!(68.75%)! 17!(35.42%)! 7!(14.58%)! 9!(18.75%)!
Mid! 37! 16!(43.24%)! 6!(16.22%)! 3!(8.11%)! 7!(18.92%)!





d! Low! 76! 49!(64.47%)! 28!(36.84%)! 7!(9.21%)! 14!(18.42%)!
Mid! 90! 37!(41.11%)! 20!(22.22%)! 5!(5.56%)! 12!(13.33%)!
High! 70! 17!(24.29%)! 8!(11.43%)! 3!(4.29%)! 6!(8.57%)!

































































































































































































Control! U13.85***! 0.75! U0.29! U12.81! U1.03! U12.08!
Experimental! U5.16*! U7.94! 0.00! U13.11! U0.40! U12.71!
Combined!
learners! U18.81****! 5.71














































































































l! Low! 14! 6!(42.86%)! 1!(7.14%)! 1!(7.14%)! 4!(28.57%)!
Mid! 23! 10!(43.48%)! 1!(4.35%)! 7!(30.43%)! 2!(8.70%)!






l! Low! 7! 3!(42.86%)! 0!(0.00%)! 2!(28.57%)! 1!(14.29%)!
Mid! 14! 10!(71.43%)! 4!(28.57%)! 4!(28.57%)! 2!(14.29%)!





d! Low! 21! 9!(42.86%)! 1!(4.76%)! 3!(14.29%)! 5!(23.81%)!
Mid! 37! 20!(54.05%)! 5!(13.51%)! 11!(29.73%)! 4!(10.81%)!












































































































































Control! 15! 7! 46.67%!
U0.34! U2.92!
Experimental! 11! 7! 63.64%!
L1!
dictionary!
Control! 39! 22! 56.41%!
U0.40! U4.00!




Control! 43! 20! 46.51%!
U0.15! U4.32!
Experimental! 44! 23! 52.27%!
Used!words!
from!class!
Control! 8! 2! 25.00%!
U0.24! U3.73!




Control! 44! 25! 56.82%!
U0.08! U4.40!
Experimental! 44! 27! 61.36%!
Other!
Control! 8! 4! 50.00%!
U0.62! U2.27!









No!error! 56!(50.45%)! 67!(47.18%)! 0.14! U5.40!
Grammatical! 24!(21.62%)! 44!(30.99%)! U2.07! U3.46!
Lexical! 18!(16.22%)! 18!(12.68%)! 0.54! U4.99!
Phraseological! 11!(9.91%)! 12!(8.45%)! 0.15! U5.39!



































































IMPROVEMENT! *!(advance)! advance! Taught!
CULTURES!ARE!LIVING!THINGS! *!(shinka)! evolve! Taught!
! '1!(sodatsu)! grow! Taught!
! '3!(hagukumu)! bring!up;!grow!up! Untaught!
CULTURES!ARE!SPACES! 5)3!(hairikomu)! come!into! Taught!
! 6!(hairu)! enter! Taught!
! (!(yushutsu)! export! Taught!
! (!(yunyuu)! import! Taught!
! 576!(toriireru)! take!in! Taught!
CULTURES!ARE!SUBSTANCES! !(kyuushuu)! absorb! Taught!
! 7)3!(nagarekomu)! flow! Taught!
! !!(konzai)! mix! Taught!
! 6!(katachidzukuru)! shape! Taught!
! 46!(hiromeru)! spread! Taught!
! %2.6!(musubitsukeru)! combine! Untaught!
! !(keisei)! form! Untaught!
CULTURES!ARE!CONSTRUCTIONS! +!(au)! fit! Taught!
CULTURES!ARE!POSSESSIONS! +!(ushinau)! lose! Taught!
! !(kyouyuu)! share! Taught!
! .76!(ukeireru)! accept;!receive! Untaught!
! 5/6!(toriageru)! adopt! Untaught!
! 1!(have)! have! Untaught!
ABSTRACT!ENTITIES!ARE!PHYSICAL!

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CON1! F! 20! Japanese! 730! B1! High!
CON2! F! 19! Japanese! 365! A2! Low!
CON3! F! 19! Japanese! 245! A2! Low!
CON4! M! 19! Japanese!(Korean!fluency)! 625! B1! High!
CON5! M! 19! Japanese! 485! A2! Mid!
CON6! M! 20! Japanese! 510! A2! High!
CON7! F! 19! Japanese! 525! A2! High!
CON8! M! 19! Japanese! 840! B2! High!
CON9! M! 19! Japanese! 410! A2! Mid!
CON10! F! 19! Japanese! 360! A2! Low!
CON11! F! 19! Japanese! 405! A2! Low!
CON12! F! 19! Japanese! 350! A2! Low!
CON!13! M! 21! Japanese! 475! A2! Mid!
CON14! M! 19! Japanese! 620! B1! High!
CON15! F! 19! Japanese! 310! A2! Low!
CON16! M! 19! Japanese! 520! A2! High!
CON17! M! 19! Japanese! 575! B1! High!
CON18! M! 19! Japanese! 435! A2! Mid!
CON19! M! 19! Japanese! 320! A2! Low!
CON20! M! 19! Japanese! 485! A2! Mid!
CON21! M! 19! Japanese! 470! A2! Mid!
CON22! F! 19! Japanese! 420! A2! Mid!
CON23! F! 19! Japanese! 445! A2! Mid!





EXP1! F! 19! Japanese! 645! B1! High!
EXP2! F! 19! Japanese! 470! A2! Mid!
EXP3! M! 19! Japanese! 285! A2! Low!
EXP4! F! 19! Japanese! 435! A2! Mid!
EXP5! F! 19! Japanese! 420! A2! Low!
EXP6! F! 19! Japanese! 335! A2! Low!
EXP7! M! 19! Japanese! 570! B1! High!
EXP8! F! 19! Japanese! 860! B2! High!
EXP9! M! 19! Japanese! 515! A2! High!
EXP10! F! 19! Japanese! 510! A2! Mid!
EXP11! M! 19! Japanese! 860! B2! High!
EXP12! F! 19! Japanese! 420! A2! Low!
EXP13! F! 19! Japanese! 440! A2! Mid!
EXP14! M! 20! Japanese! 350! A2! Low!
EXP15! M! 19! Japanese! 515! A2! High!
EXP16! F! 19! Japanese! 455! A2! Mid!
EXP17! M! 19! Japanese! 500! A2! Mid!
EXP18! M! 20! Japanese! 435! A2! Mid!
EXP19! M! 19! Japanese! 565! B1! High!
EXP20! F! 19! Japanese! 415! A2! Low!
EXP21! F! 19! Japanese! 385! A2! Low!
EXP22! M! 19! Japanese! 670! B1! High!













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sources!of!metaphor:!plants! branch!out!(ph!v.)! 0! 1! 0!
deepUrooted!(adj)! 1! 0! 0!
grassroots!(adj)! 0! 0! 0!
leaf!through!(ph.!v)! 0! 0! 0!
stem!from!(ph.!v)! 0! 1! 2!
MOVING!FORWARD!IS!
IMPROVEMENT!
forefront!(n)! 0! 0! 0!
progressive!(adj)45! 0! 1! 0!
MOVEMENT!IS!FREEDOM! freeUspirited!(adj)46! 0! 1! 0!
MORE!OF!AN!ABSTRACT!THING!IS!
AN!INCREASE!IN!SIZE!OR!HEIGHT!
mushroom!(v)! 0! 1! 0!
skyrocket!(v)! 0! 1! 0!
snowball!(v)! 0! 3! 0!
MORE!IS!UP,!LESS!IS!DOWN! bottom!out!(ph.!v)! 0! 0! 0!
peak!(v)! 0! 0! 0!
plateau!(v)! 0! 0! 0!
rock!bottom!(n)! 0! 0! 0!
STRONG!EMOTION!IS!PHYSICAL!
FORCE! carried!away!(adj)
46! 0! 0! 0!
BEING!INTERESTED!IS!ENTERING!
SOMETHING!
absorbed!in!(adj)! 3! 2! 0!
immersed!in!(adj)! 0! 2! 0!
TOTALS! 4! 13! 2!













Metaphor$theme$ Item$ Freq.$in$output?!Con.$ Exp.$ BAWE$
MOVING!FORWARD!IS!
IMPROVEMENT! static!(adj)! 0! 1! 1!
CULTURES!ARE!CONSTRUCTIONS! undamaged!(adj)! 0! 0! 0!
MORE!IS!AN!INCREASE!
enormous!(adj)! 0! 0! 0!
immense!(adj)! 0! 0! 0!
TOTALS! 0! 1! 1!



























head!(n)! 0! 1! 0! 0! 0! 2! 0! 0! 0!
eye!(n)! 0! 1! 0! 0! 1! 4! 0! 0! 0!
eye!(v)! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
ear!(n)! 1! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
mouth!(n)! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
mouth!off!(ph.!v)! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
shoulder!(n)! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
shoulder!(v)! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
heart!(n)! 0! 0! 0! 4! 5! 0! 0! 0! 1!
hand!(n)! 0! 0! 1! 0! 0! 2! 0! 1! 1!
hand!(v)! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 1! 0! 0! 0!
TOTALS! 1! 2! 1! 4! 6! 9! 0! 1! 2!















































a!great!deal!of! Phrase! 0! 0! 0!
above!all! Phrase! 2! 2! 0!
after!all! Phrase! 0! 1! 0!
as!it!is! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
at!first!glance! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
at!the!same!time! Phrase! 2! 0! 1!
bring!to!light! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
by!the!way! Phrase! 6! 2! 0!
come!to!a!head! Phrase! 1! 0! 0!
come!true! Phrase! 1! 2! 0!
get!rid!of! Verb! 1! 0! 0!
in!collaboration!with! Preposition! 0! 0! 2!
in!comparison! Phrase! 0! 1! 0!
in!comparison!to! Phrase! 0! 0! 2!
in!conclusion! Phrase! 17! 7! 7!
in!contrast! Phrase! 5! 6! 0!
in!contrast!to! Phrase! 0! 0! 3!
in!detail! Phrase! 0! 2! 0!
in!fact! Phrase! 12! 13! 4!
in!order!that! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
in!order!to! Phrase! 12! 1! 11!









in!place! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
in!summary! Phrase! 8! 7! 0!
in!turn! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
make!sense! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
on!sale! Phrase! 0! 1! 0!
on!the!contrary! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
on!the!edge!of! Phrase! 1! 0! 0!
on!the!other!hand! Phrase! 62! 42! 3!
on!the!spot! Phrase! 0! 1! 0!
once!in!a!while! Phrase! 2! 0! 0!
out!of!line! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
out!of!order! Phrase! 1! 0! 0!
out!of!place! Phrase! 0! 0! 1!
out!of!the!ordinary! Phrase! 1! 0! 0!
outside!of! Preposition! 0! 0! 1!
pay!attention! Phrase! 3! 4! 0!
rack!their!brain! Phrase! 1! 0! 0!
so!far! Phrase! 4! 2! 0!
take!care! Phrase! 1! 0! 0!
take!hold! Phrase! 0! 1! 1!
take!part! Phrase! 0! 0! 2!
take!place! Phrase! 5! 10! 5!
take!root! Phrase! 1! 0! 0!
these!days! Phrase! 13! 22! 1!
TOTALS! 166! 127! 56!















































Lesson$ Teacher$1a$ Teacher$2a$ Audio$materials$
Written$
materialsb$ Total$
1! 4,246! 3,395! 0! 95! 7,736$
2! 5,054! 2,614! 1,898! 236! 9,802$
3! 4,738! 2,572! 974! 907! 9,191$
4! 3,324! 2,165! 1,975! 81! 7,545$
5! 4,769! 2,440! 1,463! 372! 9,044$
6! 4,310! 4,206! 1,401! 234! 10,151$
7! 1,828! 635! 0! 550! 3,013$
8! 4,007! 4,644! 0! 422! 9,073$
9! 4,375! 4,012! 0! 355! 8,742$
10! 4,389! 3,663! 2,051! 296! 10,399$
11! 4,533! 4,292! 1,573! 406! 10,804$
12! 4,707! 3,670! 2,255! 352! 10,984$
13! 3,877! 3,573! 1,674! 124! 9,248$
14! 4,728! 4,027! 2,379! 328! 11,462$
15! 3,444! 2,290! 1,867! 325! 7,926$
16! 3,900! 3,828! 0! 607! 8,335$
17! 4,124! 2,406! 0! 1,293! 7,823$
18! 3,373! 2,203! 0! 1,901! 7,477$
19! 3,783! 2,466! 2,824! 533! 9,606$
20! 5,349! 1,956! 3,233! 999! 11,537$
21! 4,566! 2,456! 1,012! 1,106! 9,140$
22! 5,756! 2,822! 550! 700! 9,828$
23! 5,679! 4,790! 2,297! 394! 13,160$
24! 5,202! 3,539! 1,874! 633! 11,248$
25! 3,876! 1,832! 1,382! 630! 7,720$
26! 1,690! 1,491! 859! 267! 4,307$
27! 3,142! 1,444! 1,995! 477! 7,058$
28! 1,041! 633! 0! 349! 2,023$








! ! ! ! ! !
! 441!
Experimental$condition$
Lesson$ Teacher$1a$ Teacher$2$a$ Audio$materials$
Written$
materialsb$ Total$
1! 7,501! 4,742! 0! 843! 13,086$
2! 6,791! 3,464! 1,180! 648! 12,083$
3! 4,430! 3,601! 1,412! 610! 10,053$
4! 4,272! 2,190! 2,550! 303! 9,315$
5! 5,985! 2,714! 1,474! 1,013! 11,186$
6! 6,132! 2,724! 1,916! 636! 11,408$
7! 4,753! 1,906! 0! 709! 7,368$
8! 5,560! 4,813! 0! 740! 11,113$
9! 3,781! 6,433! 0! 564! 10,778$
10! 5,167! 4,005! 1,663! 428! 11,263$
11! 7,834! 0! 1,804! 1,587! 11,225$
12! 4,310! 4,804! 2,926! 542! 12,582$
13! 3,836! 4,579! 2,707! 850! 11,972$
14! 3,809! 2,776! 1,704! 324! 8,613$
15! 3,317! 2,933! 1,944! 522! 8,716$
16! 4,133! 2,926! 0! 931! 7,990$
17! 5,027! 2,275! 0! 2,956! 10,258$
18! 6,066! 3,686! 0! 1,331! 11,083$
19! 4,086! 3,240! 2,253! 1,404! 10,983$
20! 4,659! 3,017! 3,748! 1,624! 13,048$
21! 4,346! 3,111! 1,529! 1,503! 10,489$
22! 5,578! 4,731! 1,138! 641! 12,088$
23! 5,139! 4,784! 2,120! 368! 12,411$
24! 4,653! 3,994! 1,452! 1,116! 11,215$
25! 8,629! 0! 1,225! 1002! 10,856$
26! 4,725! 3,265! 1,290! 687! 9,967$
27! 3,401! 2,991! 900! 459! 7,751$
28! 1,513! 1,668! 0! 283! 2,464$
29! 1,355! 583! 0! 0! 1,938$
30! 1,022! 477! 0! 129! 1,628$

























































































































































































































hybrid! noun! Many!popular!Japanese!dishes!are!cultural!hybrids.!! ! !
! 446!












































! ! !! ! !
! 447!





































































immense! adjective! He!has!immense!popularity!among!young!people.!! ! !
! 448!













































































































































































































large! adjective! They!used!a!large!amount!of!money.!! ! !
! 451!
















































exporter! noun! The!US!is!a!major!exporter!of!culture.!! ! !
! 452!





































































































































Code$ Total$lexical$units$ Per$week$ Code$
Total$lexical$
units$ Per$week$
CON1! 2715! 181.00! EXP1! 2732! 182.13!
CON2! 1860! 124.00! EXP2! 2527! 168.47!
CON3! 942! 62.80! EXP3! 1927! 128.47!
CON4! 2090! 139.33! EXP4! 2681! 178.73!
CON5! 2480! 165.33! EXP5! 3097! 206.47!
CON6! 2272! 151.47! EXP6! 2648! 176.53!
CON7! 1421! 94.73! EXP7! 2322! 154.80!
CON8! 3098! 206.53! EXP8! 2657! 177.13!
CON9! 1124! 74.93! EXP9! 2804! 186.93!
CON10! 1970! 131.33! EXP10! 3700! 246.67!
CON11! 1989! 132.60! EXP11! 2749! 183.27!
CON12! 1507! 100.47! EXP12! 2073! 138.20!
CON13! 1372! 91.47! EXP13! 1597! 106.47!
CON14! 2245! 149.67! EXP14! 2192! 146.13!
CON15! 1348! 89.87! EXP15! 2072! 138.13!
CON16! 1282! 85.47! EXP16! 2690! 179.33!
CON17! 2525! 168.33! EXP17! 2387! 159.13!
CON18! 1720! 114.67! EXP18! 2285! 152.33!
CON19! 1002! 66.80! EXP19! 2700! 180.00!
CON20! 2017! 134.47! EXP20! 2435! 162.33!
CON21! 2474! 164.93! EXP21! 2096! 139.73!
CON22! 2048! 136.53! EXP22! 2718! 181.20!







Code$ Total$lexical$units$ Per$week$ Code$
Total$lexical$
units$ Per$week$
CON1! 2693! 179.53! EXP1! 2726! 181.73!
CON2! 1854! 123.60! EXP2! 2524! 168.27!
CON3! 942! 62.80! EXP3! 1899! 126.60!
CON4! 2082! 138.80! EXP4! 2678! 178.53!
CON5! 2466! 164.40! EXP5! 3079! 205.27!
CON6! 2254! 150.27! EXP6! 2646! 176.40!
CON7! 1410! 94.00! EXP7! 2307! 153.80!
CON8! 3082! 205.47! EXP8! 2655! 177.00!
CON9! 1118! 74.53! EXP9! 2797! 186.47!
CON10! 1958! 130.53! EXP10! 3673! 244.87!
CON11! 1968! 131.20! EXP11! 2737! 182.47!
CON12! 1504! 100.27! EXP12! 2056! 137.07!
CON13! 1362! 90.80! EXP13! 1592! 106.13!
CON14! 2231! 148.73! EXP14! 2179! 145.27!
CON15! 1342! 89.47! EXP15! 2055! 137.00!
CON16! 1269! 84.60! EXP16! 2686! 179.07!
CON17! 2482! 165.47! EXP17! 2379! 158.60!
CON18! 1709! 113.93! EXP18! 2271! 151.40!
CON19! 986! 65.73! EXP19! 2694! 179.60!
CON20! 1996! 133.07! EXP20! 2428! 161.87!
CON21! 2459! 163.93! EXP21! 2089! 139.27!
CON22! 2032! 135.47! EXP22! 2716! 181.07!






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Total! 43830! ! Total! 56972!
Low! 10554! ! Low! 18482!

























big! 23! 48! 16! 34! 3.66! 2.63!
clear! 6! 1! 2! 2! U5.39*! U0.07!
comfortable! 6! 7! 1! 5! U0.04! 1.93!
dark! 3! 9! 0! 8! 1.77! 9.05**!
deep! 6! 4! 1! 3! U1.10! 0.57!
free! 1! 5! 1! 2! 1.96! 0.12!
great! 18! 25! 10! 24! 0.05! 2.74!
hard! 5! 43! 21! 20! 25.32****! U1.07!
high! 26! 38! 21! 22! 0.21! U0.55!
large! 14! 8! 9! 8! U3.61! U0.65!
long! 43! 40! 18! 43! U2.32! 4.84*!
low! 9! 2! 2! 7! U6.84**! 1.74!
natural! 12! 6! 3! 9! U3.92*! 1.72!
short! 4! 7! 2! 6! 0.23! 1.15!















big!(adj)! 23! 48! 16! 31! 3.66! 1.64!
boom!(n)! 8! 11! 2! 4! 0.01! 0.24!
boom!(v)! 0! 6! 0! 5! 6.87**! 5.65*!
challenge!(n)! 9! 6! 3! 3! U1.65! U0.11!
clear!(adj)! 6! 1! 2! 2! U5.39*! U0.07!
comfortable!(adj)! 6! 7! 1! 5! U0.04! 1.93!
dark!(adj)! 3! 9! 0! 8! 1.77! 9.05**!
deep!(adj)! 6! 4! 1! 3! U1.10! 0.57!
deeply!(adv)! 7! 8! 6! 4! U0.06! U1.14!
dominate!(v)! 10! 2! 2! 7! U8.13**! 1.74!
dramatically!(adv)! 6! 2! 0! 5! U3.28! 5.65*!
expand!(v)! 3! 7! 9! 1! 0.77! U9.74**!
free!(adj)! 1! 5! 1! 2! 1.96! 0.12!
great!(adj)! 18! 25! 10! 21! 0.05! 1.56!
hard!(adj)! 5! 43! 21! 20! 25.32****! U1.07!
hard!(adv)! 6! 12! 6! 6! 0.77! U0.22!
heart!(n)! 4! 5! 5! 2! 0.00! U2.28!
high!(adj)! 26! 38! 21! 21! 0.21! U0.79!
large!(adj)! 14! 8! 9! 8! U3.61! U0.65!
long!(adj)! 43! 40! 18! 43! U2.32! 4.84*!
low!(adj)! 9! 2! 2! 7! U6.84**! 1.74!
natural!(adj)! 12! 6! 3! 9! U3.92*! 1.72!
power!(n)! 9! 1! 0! 5! U9.63**! 5.65*!
pressure!(n)! 1! 7! 4! 2! 3.63! U1.34!
short!(adj)! 4! 7! 2! 6! 0.23! 1.15!
star!(n)! 3! 8! 3! 3! 1.24! U0.11!
strong!(adj)! 18! 20! 13! 16! U0.23! U0.03!
strongly!(adv)! 3! 7! 0! 7! 0.77! 7.92**!
surround!(v)! 5! 0! 0! 5! U8.31**! 5.65*!


















according!to!(prep)! 24! 18! 13! 16! U3.15! U0.03!
and!so!on!(adv)! 51! 33! 30! 11! U10.05**! U15.12***!
at!first!(adv)! 19! 23! 15! 13! U0.05! U1.22!
at!least!(adv)! 4! 8! 2! 8! 0.52! 2.40!
by!the!way!(adv)! 6! 2! 1! 2! U3.28! 0.12!
in!addition!(adv)! 65! 25! 21! 43! U30.45****! 2.89!
in!case!of!(prep)! 5! 0! 1! 3! U8.31**! 0.57!
in!conclusion!(adv)! 17! 7! 6! 9! U7.33**! 0.06!
in!contrast!(adv)! 5! 6! 1! 4! U0.02! 1.20!
in!fact!(adv)! 12! 13! 9! 8! U0.21! U0.65!
in!order!to!(conj)! 12! 1! 1! 7! U14.08***! 3.57!
in!short!(adv)! 10! 5! 3! 8! U3.27! 1.19!
in!summary!(adv)! 8! 7! 15! 0! U0.59! U25.19****!
in!terms!of!(prep)! 11! 4! 0! 12! U5.49*! 13.57***!
in!that!(conj)! 6! 0! 2! 2! U9.97**! U0.07!
it!(pron)! 25! 21! 6! 25! U2.19! 7.89**!
no!longer!(adv)! 8! 3! 3! 6! U3.86*! 0.37!
on!the!other!hand!(adv)! 63! 45! 32! 38! U9.59**! U0.18!
thanks!to!(prep)! 10! 12! 2! 8! U0.03! 2.40!
that!(det)! 51! 28! 10! 35! U14.18***! 8.70**!
that!(pron)! 66! 74! 13! 82! U0.76! 38.72****!
their!(pron)! 1! 14! 8! 7! 10.29**! U0.62!
them!(pron)! 9! 17! 3! 18! 0.85! 8.17**!
these!(det)! 98! 105! 61! 72! U1.89! U0.39!
these!(pron)! 34! 10! 21! 15! U20.88****! U3.32!
these!days!(adv)! 13! 22! 10! 15! 0.58! 0.10!
they!(pron)! 6! 50! 22! 21! 28.92****! U1.10!
this!(det)! 192! 247! 104! 174! U0.01! 3.84!
this!(pron)! 86! 167! 56! 118! 9.49**! 8.85**!


















age!(n)! 14! 8! 8! 12! U3.61! 0.08!
aspect!(n)! 15! 5! 3! 9! U8.20**! 1.72!
atmosphere!(n)! 1! 9! 2! 5! 5.43*! 0.64!
birthplace!(n)! 6! 3! 1! 3! U1.96! 0.57!
case!(n)! 0! 5! 0! 1! 5.72*! 1.13!
character!(n)! 1! 7! 1! 3! 3.63! 0.57!
chart!(n)! 4! 10! 7! 4! 1.32! U1.86!
dream!(n)! 4! 9! 4! 2! 0.89! U1.34!
element!(n)! 25! 15! 9! 9! U5.83*! U0.34!
end!(n)! 0! 9! 3! 1! 10.30**! U1.67!
fashion!(n)! 0! 6! 0! 4! 6.87**! 4.52*!
feature!(n)! 1! 5! 0! 3! 1.96! 3.39!
feeling!(n)! 21! 35! 17! 24! 0.83! 0.05!
field!(n)! 8! 1! 0! 6! U8.19**! 6.79**!
form!(n)! 12! 12! 5! 8! U0.41! 0.12!
hybrid!(n)! 10! 13! 6! 6! 0.00! U0.22!
idol!(n)! 3! 21! 7! 11! 10.88***! 0.14!
image!(n)! 12! 16! 5! 9! 0.00! 0.32!
impact!(n)! 2! 8! 6! 4! 2.45! U1.14!
import!(n)! 0! 5! 0! 1! 5.72*! 1.13!
impression!(n)! 7! 7! 2! 7! U0.24! 1.74!
industry!(n)! 5! 3! 0! 6! U1.17! 6.79**!
link!(n)! 5! 0! 3! 1! U8.31**! U1.67!
look!(n)! 4! 5! 0! 6! 0.00! 6.79**!
market!(n)! 17! 12! 8! 10! U2.67! U0.01!
mixture!(n)! 0! 6! 0! 3! 6.87**! 3.39!
movement!(n)! 9! 2! 1! 10! U6.84**! 6.29*!
part!(n)! 22! 15! 8! 21! U3.80! 3.02!
point!(n)! 46! 28! 28! 25! U10.41**! U1.98!
role!(n)! 8! 3! 0! 5! U3.86*! 5.65*!
sense!(n)! 5! 1! 3! 3! U4.06*! U0.11!
side!(n)! 4! 8! 1! 5! 0.52! 1.93!
society!(n)! 0! 5! 2! 2! 5.72*! U0.07!
spirit!(n)! 1! 9! 1! 6! 5.43*! 2.72!
taste!(n)! 6! 9! 6! 3! 0.07! U2.01!
thing!(n)! 217! 275! 138! 183! U0.08! 0.01!
way!(n)! 50! 57! 18! 56! U0.46! 11.45***!


















absorb!(v)! 24! 6! 7! 13! U16.80****! 0.56!
accept!(v)! 14! 13! 5! 17! U0.76! 4.04*!
add!(v)! 16! 29! 18! 11! 1.17! U4.17*!
adopt!(v)! 8! 11! 12! 4! 0.01! U6.68***!
appear!(v)! 27! 35! 14! 18! 0.00! 0.00!
attract!(v)! 9! 11! 3! 12! U0.02! 3.60!
born!(v)! 23! 20! 15! 18! U1.73! U0.07!
bring!(v)! 24! 7! 1! 20! U14.85***! 16.26****!
come!(v)! 61! 99! 41! 58! 1.89! 0.13!
connect!(v)! 10! 10! 9! 4! U0.34! U3.59!
copy!(v)! 1! 18! 5! 6! 14.37***! U0.02!
develop!(v)! 49! 26! 14! 26! U14.49***! 1.12!
disappear!(v)! 6! 14! 8! 9! 1.54! U0.10!
enter!(v)! 3! 21! 10! 2! 10.88***! U8.24**!
evolve!(v)! 12! 13! 10! 8! U0.21! U1.11!
face!(v)! 13! 13! 5! 14! U0.45! 2.33!
feel!(v)! 53! 89! 39! 72! 2.22! 2.99!
find!(v)! 26! 20! 9! 22! U3.15! 2.64!
follow!(v)! 5! 13! 6! 12! 1.89! 0.73!
get!(v)! 13! 26! 7! 20! 1.68! 3.47!
give!(v)! 28! 23! 17! 23! U2.68! 0.01!
go!(v)! 5! 12! 5! 10! 1.43! 0.61!
grow!(v)! 2! 12! 4! 8! 5.54*! 0.49!
have!(v)! 280! 407! 208! 241! 2.09! U1.79!
hold!(v)! 61! 73! 36! 46! U0.23! U0.02!
identify!(v)! 3! 12! 1! 11! 3.68! 7.24**!
imitate!(v)! 7! 12! 5! 7! 0.35! 0.01!
import!(v)! 4! 30! 12! 9! 16.27****! U1.65!
introduce!(v)! 45! 23! 14! 15! U14.18***! U0.30!
keep!(v)! 23! 36! 20! 26! 0.49! 0.00!
look!(v)! 23! 23! 18! 18! U0.79! U0.67!
lose!(v)! 33! 46! 28! 28! 0.09! U1.05!
make!(v)! 62! 105! 46! 82! 2.78! 2.79!
mix!(v)! 7! 14! 9! 8! 0.90! U0.65!
rise!(v)! 11! 4! 5! 6! U5.49*! U0.02!
say!(v)! 6! 11! 1! 15! 0.47! 11.16***!
see!(v)! 16! 17! 3! 18! U0.33! 8.17**!
show!(v)! 45! 54! 29! 43! U0.16! 0.25!
spend!(v)! 4! 30! 12! 8! 16.27****! U2.28!
spread!(v)! 32! 41! 19! 17! 0.00! U1.33!
suit!(v)! 0! 16! 0! 12! 18.31****! 13.57***!
take!(v)! 24! 29! 13! 22! U0.07! 0.53!
take!in!(ph!v)! 16! 17! 10! 3! U0.33! U6.14*!














Taught$ Untaught$ Total$ Taught$ Untaught$ Total$
CULTURES!ARE!LIVING!
THINGS! 136! 18! 154! 196! 16! 212!
CULTURES!ARE!SPACES! 101! 4! 105! 223! 21! 244!
CULTURES!ARE!
SUBSTANCES! 56! 21! 77! 154! 25! 179!
CULTURES!ARE!
CONSTRUCTIONS! 69! 0! 69! 66! 0! 66!
CULTURES!HAVE!MANY!
PARTS! 82! 7! 89! 180! 10! 190!
CULTURES!ARE!
POSSESSIONS! 57! 16! 73! 124! 29! 153!










Control$ Experimental$ Control$ Experimental$
Taught+target+forms+
alive!(adj)! 2! 6! 0! 1!
evolution!(n)! 0! 6! 2! 3!
evolve!(v)! 13! 24! 12! 13!
grow!(v)! 8! 38! 1! 8!
hybrid!(adj)! 52! 75! 13! 14!
hybrid!(n)! 61! 47! 13! 13!
Untaught+target+forms+
ancestor!(n)! 0! 0! 1! 1!
birth!(n)! 0! 1! 0! 2!
birthplace!(n)! 2! 4! 6! 3!
born!(v)! 0! 0! 23! 23!
bring!up!(ph.!v)! 0! 0! 0! 1!
grow!up!(ph.!v)! 0! 0! 0! 6!
growth!(n)! 11! 5! 0! 1!
habitat!(n)! 0! 0! 0! 1!
recover!(v)! 0! 0! 0! 2!
revitalize!(v)! 0! 0! 0! 2!
survival!(n)! 1! 2! 0! 0!







Control$ Experimental$ Control$ Experimental$
Taught+target+forms+
come!into!(ph.!v)! 24! 65! 5! 35!
enter!(v)! 1! 10! 2! 19!
export!(n)! 7! 15! 0! 0!
export!(v)! 0! 3! 1! 1!
import!(n)! 5! 7! 0! 3!
import!(v)! 18! 28! 4! 33!
inside!(prep)! 2! 3! 3! 1!
outside!(adv)! 3! 9! 0! 0!
outside!(n)! 11! 12! 0! 1!
outside!(prep)! 13! 23! 0! 0!
outsider!(n)! 2! 10! 0! 0!
surround!(v)! 2! 12! 1! 0!
take!in!(ph.!v)! 13! 16! 17! 15!
transcend!(v)! 0! 10! 0! 0!
Untaught+target+forms+
access!(v)! 0! 0! 1! 0!
borderline!(n)! 0! 0! 0! 1!
bring!into!(ph.!v)! 0! 3! 4! 0!
contain!(v)! 1! 6! 6! 0!
deport!(v)*! 0! 0! 0! 1!
go!into!(ph.!v)! 0! 3! 0! 3!
intake!(v)*! 1! 0! 1! 0!
leave!(v)! 0! 1! 0! 0!
outside!(adj)! 0! 5! 0! 0!
penetrate!(v)! 1! 1! 0! 2!
take!into!(ph.!v)! 1! 1! 0! 0!







Control$ Experimental$ Control$ Experimental$
Taught+target+forms+
absorb!(v)! 15! 23! 20! 5!
flow!(n)! 3! 16! 1! 1!
flow!(v)! 0! 1! 0! 2!
fusion!(n)! 3! 14! 0! 2!
mix!(n)! 0! 5! 0! 0!
mix!(v)! 5! 21! 9! 21!
mixture!(n)! 21! 15! 0! 6!
shape!(n)! 3! 8! 3! 3!
shape!(v)! 1! 17! 1! 3!
spread!(v)! 5! 34! 35! 40!
Untaught+target+forms+
combination!(n)! 2! 2! 0! 0!
combine!(v)! 5! 3! 7! 3!
derive!(v)! 0! 0! 2! 0!
flood!(v)! 0! 0! 0! 1!
form!(n)! 14! 19! 13! 12!
form!(v)! 0! 0! 1! 1!
permeate!(v)! 0! 0! 1! 0!
refine!(v)! 0! 0! 0! 2!
refined!(adj)! 0! 1! 0! 0!







Control$ Experimental$ Control$ Experimental$
Taught+target+forms+
construct!(v)! 6! 10! 4! 4!
fit!(v)! 1! 2! 0! 0!
fit!into!(ph.!v)! 4! 7! 1! 4!
make!up!of!(ph.!v)! 0! 2! 0! 0!
manufacture!(v)! 56! 43! 0! 6!
(un)damaged!
(adj)! 2! 2! 0! 1!
Untaught+target+forms+
break!(v)*! 0! 0! 1! 1!
destroy!(v)! 0! 0! 1! 0!
destruction!(n)! 0! 0! 1! 0!
reconstruct!(v)! 0! 0! 1! 0!





Control$ Experimental$ Control$ Experimental$
Taught+target+forms+
aspect!(n)! 18! 30! 15! 5!
component!(n)! 1! 10! 2! 4!
divide!(v)! 2! 4! 0! 1!
element!(n)! 28! 52! 25! 15!
ingredient!(n)! 4! 13! 0! 0!
part!(n)! 29! 71! 13! 8!
Untaught+target+forms+
add!(v)! 5! 7! 15! 26!







Control$ Experimental$ Control$ Experimental$
Taught+target+forms+
borrow!(v)! 14! 37! 0! 2!
claim!(v)! 1! 13! 3! 2!
lose!(v)! 22! 31! 13! 31!
share!(v)! 9! 22! 0! 4!
shared!(adj)! 0! 1! 0! 0!
steal!(v)! 0! 5! 0! 1!
take!(v)! 11! 15! 11! 16!
Untaught+target+forms+
accept!(v)! 4! 8! 16! 12!
adopt!(v)! 1! 1! 7! 11!
adoption!(n)! 1! 1! 0! 0!
exchange!(n)! 0! 3! 1! 0!
exchange!(v)! 0! 0! 0! 1!
give!(v)! 0! 1! 1! 2!
hand!down!(ph.!v)! 0! 0! 2! 0!
have!(v)! 3! 4! 11! 15!
inherit!(v)! 0! 0! 1! 2!
keep!(v)! 1! 4! 12! 10!
pass!(v)*! 0! 0! 0! 1!
possess!(v)! 3! 4! 0! 1!
receive!(v)*! 0! 0! 3! 6!
retain!(v)! 3! 3! 0! 1!




















THINGS! 14! 76! 44! 10! 10! 154!
CULTURES!ARE!SPACES! 22! 71! 4! 6! 2! 105!
CULTURES!ARE!
SUBSTANCES! 32! 34! 6! 4! 1! 77!
CULTURES!ARE!
CONSTRUCTIONS! 7! 44! 8! 10! 0! 69!
CULTURES!HAVE!MANY!
PARTS! 26! 45! 2! 15! 1! 89!
CULTURES!ARE!
POSSESSIONS! 18! 42! 3! 10! 0! 73!
















THINGS! 11! 78! 97! 13! 13! 212!
CULTURES!ARE!SPACES! 24! 107! 78! 23! 12! 244!
CULTURES!ARE!
SUBSTANCES! 30! 68! 63! 11! 7! 179!
CULTURES!ARE!
CONSTRUCTIONS! 6! 29! 19! 10! 2! 66!
CULTURES!HAVE!MANY!
PARTS! 27! 87! 47! 19! 10! 190!
CULTURES!ARE!
POSSESSIONS! 23! 67! 47! 13! 3! 153!


















Taught$ Untaught$ Total$ Taught$ Untaught$ Total$
CULTURES!ARE!LIVING!
THINGS! 41! 31! 72! 52! 42! 94!
CULTURES!ARE!SPACES! 33! 12! 45! 108! 7! 115!
CULTURES!ARE!
SUBSTANCES! 69! 28! 97! 83! 20! 103!
CULTURES!ARE!
CONSTRUCTIONS! 5! 6! 11! 15! 1! 16!
CULTURES!HAVE!MANY!
PARTS! 55! 15! 70! 33! 28! 61!
CULTURES!ARE!
POSSESSIONS! 27! 54! 81! 56! 64! 120!















Con.$ Exp.$ COCA$ Con.$ Exp.$
alive!(adj)! 0.082! 0.202! 0.174! 0.000! 0.175!
evolution!(n)! 0.000! 0.202! 0.121! 0.103! 0.524!
evolve!(v)! 0.530! 0.807! 0.227! 0.615! 2.273!
grow!(v)! 0.326! 1.278! 1.080! 0.051! 1.399!
hybrid!(adj)! 2.119! 2.522! 0.059! 0.666! 2.448!
hybrid!(n)! 2.486! 1.580! 0.049! 0.666! 2.273!
come!into!(ph!v)! 0.978! 2.185! 0.200! 0.256! 6.119!
enter!(v)! 0.041! 0.336! 0.631! 0.103! 3.322!
export!(v)! 0.000! 0.101! 0.018! 0.051! 0.175!
import!(n)! 0.204! 0.235! 0.006! 0.000! 0.524!
import!(v)! 0.734! 0.941! 0.016! 0.205! 5.769!
inside!(prep)! 0.082! 0.101! 0.237! 0.154! 0.175!
outside!(n)! 0.448! 0.403! 0.009! 0.000! 0.175!
surround!(v)! 0.082! 0.403! 0.148! 0.051! 0.000!
take!in!(ph!v)! 0.530! 0.538! 0.116! 0.871! 2.622!









Con.$ Exp.$ COCA$ Con.$ Exp.$
absorb!(v)! 0.611! 0.773! 0.142! 1.025! 0.874!
flow!(n)! 0.122! 0.538! 0.225! 0.051! 0.175!
flow!(v)! 0.000! 0.034! 0.144! 0.000! 0.350!
fusion!(n)! 0.122! 0.471! 0.022! 0.000! 0.350!
mix!(v)! 0.204! 0.706! 0.203! 0.461! 3.671!
mixture!(n)! 0.856! 0.504! 0.058! 0.000! 1.049!
shape!(n)! 0.122! 0.269! 0.190! 0.154! 0.524!
shape!(v)! 0.041! 0.572! 0.237! 0.051! 0.524!
spread!(v)! 0.204! 1.143! 0.306! 1.794! 6.993!
construct!(v)! 0.245! 0.336! 0.197! 0.205! 0.699!
fit!into!(ph!v)! 0.163! 0.235! 0.043! 0.051! 0.699!
manufacture!(v)! 2.282! 1.446! 0.017! 0.000! 1.049!
aspect!(n)! 0.734! 1.009! 0.699! 0.769! 0.874!
component!(n)! 0.041! 0.336! 0.006! 0.103! 0.699!
divide!(v)! 0.082! 0.134! 0.128! 0.000! 0.175!
element!(n)! 1.141! 1.748! 0.688! 1.282! 2.622!
part!(n)! 1.182! 2.387! 3.871! 0.666! 1.399!
borrow!(v)! 0.571! 1.244! 0.052! 0.000! 0.350!
claim!(v)! 0.041! 0.437! 1.045! 0.154! 0.350!
lose!(v)! 0.897! 1.042! 2.959! 0.666! 5.420!
share!(v)! 0.367! 0.740! 1.131! 0.000! 0.699!
steal!(v)! 0.000! 0.168! 0.192! 0.000! 0.175!




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1! f! 2211! 1523!
! ! ! ! ! ! !
! 490!







1! f! 684! 523!






































1! f! 2232! 2012!





























































































<1.0$ 1.081.99$ 2.082.99$ 3.083.99$ 4.084.99$ 5.0+$
BAWE! 939! 392! 160! 89! 108! 446! 2134!
Control! 1114! 302! 225! 135! 186! 1018! 2980!






















have!(v)! 34.66****! 23.54+++! 52.70****! 41.46+++! U2.22! U9.30!
see!(v)! U60.59****! 49.47+++! U76.72****! 65.48+++! 0.33! U11.19!
come!(v)! 10.10**! U1.03! 18.88****! 7.59++! U1.89! U9.63!
thing!(n)! 118.44****! 107.31+++! 120.61****! 109.32+++! 0.09! U11.43!
give!(v)! U7.28**! U3.84! U17.95****! 8.67++! 2.68! U8.84!
big!(adj)! 10.27**! U0.85! 21.75****! 10.45+++! U3.66! U7.87!





















system!(n)! U57.06****! 45.94+++! U64.07****! 52.80+++! U0.02! U11.50!





















area!(n)! U29.14****! 18.01+++! U34.10****! 22.80+++! 0.00! U11.52!
long!(adj)! 22.28****! 11.15+++! 13.60***! 2.31+! 2.68! U8.84!
power!(n)! U17.69****! 6.57++! U36.16****! 24.88+++! 3.51! U8.01!
lose!(v)! 16.84****! 5.71+! 19.28****! 7.98++! U0.06! U11.46!
















spend!(v)! U0.72! U10.40! 6.16*! U5.14! U16.27****! 4.75+!
low!(adj)! U5.13*! U5.99! U21.28****! 9.99++! 6.84**! U4.68!
sense!(n)! U6.08*! U5.05! U18.35****! 7.06++! 4.06*! U7.46!
hard!(adj)! U3.68! U7.44! 5.70*! U5.60! U26.25****! 14.72+++!
field!(n)! U1.44! U9.68! U13.90***! 2.61+! 8.19**! U3.33!
















view!(n)! U18.82****! 7.70++! U27.44****! 16.15+++! 0.65! U10.87!
form!(n)! U19.87****! 8.74++! U27.73****! 16.45+++! 0.41! U11.11!
clear!(adj)! U1.85! U9.27! U17.05****! 5.75+! 9.99**! U1.53!
approach!(n)! U48.44****! 37.31+++! U65.77****! 54.47+++! 1.67! U9.86!
order!(n)! U33.30****! 22.18+++! U38.97****! 27.67+++! 0.00! U11.52!
present!(v)! U31.22****! 20.10+++! U36.54****! 25.24+++! 0.00! U11.52!
apply!(v)! U27.06****! 15.93+++! U25.15****! 13.86+++! U1.14! U10.38!
structure!(n)! U18.80****! 7.67++! U29.23****! 17.93+++! 1.67! U9.86!
















reflect!(v)! U15.24****! 4.11+! U14.03***! 2.74+! U0.26! U11.26!
in!addition!(adv)! 42.83****! 31.70+++! 8.15**! U3.15! 30.45****! 18.93!
born!(v)! 20.04****! 8.92++! 14.03***! 2.73+! 1.73! U9.79!
element!(n)! U3.20! U7.92! U15.54****! 4.26+! 5.83*! U5.69!
introduce!(v)! 31.66****! 20.54+++! 10.26**! U1.04! 14.18***! 2.66+!
context!(n)! U24.98****! 13.85+++! U29.23****! 17.93+++! 0.00! U11.52!
demonstrate!(v)! U6.08*! U5.05! U14.94***! 3.65+! 2.24! U9.29!
spread!(v)! 27.89****! 16.76+++! 28.76****! 17.46+++! 0.00! U11.52!
point!out!(ph.!v)! U20.81****! 9.69++! U24.36****! 13.06+++! 0.00! U11.52!
perception!(n)! U16.65****! 5.53+! U19.49****! 8.19++! 0.00! U11.52!
link!(v)! U10.47**! U0.66! U14.03***! 2.74+! 0.14! U11.38!
at!first!(adv)! 16.56****! 5.43+! 16.14****! 4.83+! 0.05! U11.47!
live!(adj)! 1.74! U9.38! 21.05****! 9.74++! U22.60****! 11.08+++!
on!the!other!hand!(adv)! 36.74****! 25.62+++! 16.43****! 5.13+! 9.59**! U1.94!
illustrate!(v)! U18.80****! 7.67++! U29.23****! 17.93+++! 1.67! U9.86!
boundary!(n)! U14.57***! 3.45+! U17.05****! 5.75+! 0.00! U11.52!
highlight!(v)! U20.81****! 9.69++! U24.36****! 13.06+++! 0.00! U11.52!
absorb!(v)! 20.92****! 9.79++! 4.21*! U7.09! 16.80****! 5.28+!
and!so!on!(adv)! 44.45****! 33.32+++! 23.15****! 11.85+++! 10.05**! U1.47!
import!(v)! 3.49! U7.64! 21.05****! 9.74++! U16.27****! 4.75!
idol!(n)! 3.49! U7.64! 14.73***! 3.42+! U8.64**! U2.88!
hybrid!(adj)! 13.94***! 2.82+! 9.82**! U1.48! 1.17! U10.35!
gothic!(adj)! 1.74! U9.38! 25.96****! 14.66+++! U29.78****! 18.26+++!














<1.0$ 1.081.99$ 2.082.99$ 3.083.99$ 4.084.99$ 5.0+$
CON1! 66! 21! 16! 3! 7! 30!
CON2! 26! 3! 5! 4! 6! 21!
CON3! 13! 1! 1! 2! 4! 7!
CON4! 30! 8! 3! 2! 4! 25!
CON5! 63! 19! 11! 5! 5! 25!
CON6! 39! 13! 12! 3! 7! 20!
CON7! 31! 12! 6! 2! 4! 14!
CON8! 50! 19! 10! 8! 6! 30!
CON9! 22! 3! 5! 3! 2! 12!
CON10! 31! 8! 6! 2! 3! 16!
CON11! 31! 6! 7! 3! 5! 19!
CON12! 36! 5! 7! 5! 8! 10!
CON13! 31! 10! 7! 0! 3! 13!
CON14! 31! 17! 7! 6! 7! 24!
CON15! 11! 5! 4! 4! 1! 12!
CON16! 39! 4! 2! 5! 1! 15!
CON17! 36! 21! 9! 4! 3! 33!
CON18! 16! 5! 8! 2! 5! 15!
CON19! 12! 1! 4! 2! 5! 10!
CON20! 37! 11! 7! 5! 7! 18!
CON21! 42! 8! 9! 7! 7! 25!
CON22! 36! 7! 7! 3! 2! 16!










<1.0$ 1.081.99$ 2.082.99$ 3.083.99$ 4.084.99$ 5.0+$
EXP1! 49! 22! 11! 5! 8! 27!
EXP2! 49! 17! 13! 6! 3! 20!
EXP3! 27! 12! 7! 3! 6! 16!
EXP4! 39! 5! 5! 6! 4! 29!
EXP5! 62! 21! 8! 3! 6! 29!
EXP6! 36! 8! 10! 4! 3! 25!
EXP7! 41! 6! 5! 3! 1! 20!
EXP8! 56! 14! 8! 6! 3! 27!
EXP9! 31! 12! 7! 6! 9! 22!
EXP10! 67! 25! 13! 5! 5! 27!
EXP11! 49! 19! 11! 6! 5! 25!
EXP12! 36! 6! 6! 6! 2! 18!
EXP13! 33! 9! 4! 5! 1! 16!
EXP14! 42! 6! 7! 1! 2! 13!
EXP15! 32! 8! 5! 3! 4! 20!
EXP16! 53! 20! 13! 3! 5! 20!
EXP17! 33! 9! 8! 7! 7! 20!
EXP18! 40! 7! 3! 2! 3! 22!
EXP19! 51! 11! 12! 2! 4! 30!
EXP20! 47! 21! 7! 2! 7! 27!
EXP21! 24! 11! 6! 5! 3! 19!
EXP22! 50! 12! 8! 5! 4! 24!















<1.0$ 1.081.99$ 2.082.99$ 3.083.99$ 4.084.99$ 5.0+$
3001j! 87! 28! 15! 4! 3! 12!
3014a! 68! 26! 8! 9! 5! 26!
3014b! 62! 30! 8! 5! 7! 13!
3016c! 102! 27! 10! 4! 6! 14!
3027a! 17! 7! 4! 5! 0! 11!
3053a! 26! 19! 10! 5! 3! 25!
3055a! 51! 12! 7! 1! 7! 14!
3088b! 37! 19! 7! 5! 7! 18!
3098a! 42! 13! 7! 3! 6! 14!
3099a! 26! 6! 7! 2! 2! 13!
3126a! 30! 12! 1! 1! 0! 13!
3126b! 36! 16! 5! 6! 4! 22!
3126c! 26! 7! 6! 3! 1! 11!
3126d! 17! 9! 3! 0! 0! 8!
3126e! 29! 11! 6! 4! 3! 22!
3135a! 42! 13! 5! 1! 1! 9!
3135b! 32! 8! 6! 2! 5! 11!









BAWE$ Control$ Experimental$ BAWE$ Control$ Experimental$
Noun! 6000! 12178! 15144! 776! 801! 1071!
Verb! 3251! 6624! 9134! 979! 1440! 1964!
Phrasal!verb! 89! 92! 129! 43! 58! 79!
Adjective! 2033! 3877! 5507! 259! 304! 483!
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































evolve! Intransitive! 3! 3! 19! 25! 19! 6!
take!in! Transitive! 4! 23! 0! 27! 23! 4!
absorb! Transitive! 0! 25! 2! 27! 25! 2!
mix! Intransitive! 2! 14! 7! 23! 7! 16!
spread! Intransitive! 10! 16! 47! 73! 47! 26!
lose! Transitive! 0! 53! 8! 61! 53! 8!














evolve! 3! 2! 8! 13! 8! 5!
take!in! 3! 10! 0! 13! 10! 3!
absorb! 0! 8! 2! 10! 8! 2!
mix! 1! 9! 4! 14! 4! 10!
spread! 8! 5! 26! 39! 26! 13!
lose! 0! 7! 7! 14! 7! 7!













COCA! 89853! 276818! 125293! 491964!
Control! 26! 38! 20! 62!
Experimental! 14! 22! 12! 39!


























CON1! 8! 1! 4! 2! 1! 2! 0!
CON2! 2! 0! 1! 0! 0! 1! 0!
CON3! 4! 0! 4! 0! 0! 0! 1!
CON4! 5! 0! 0! 3! 1! 2! 1!
CON5! 6! 0! 4! 4! 0! 2! 0!
CON6! 6! 3! 1! 2! 0! 6! 1!
CON7! 5! 0! 4! 1! 0! 4! 0!
CON8! 6! 1! 0! 1! 0! 0! 4!
CON9! 1! 0! 0! 1! 0! 0! 0!
CON10! 3! 2! 0! 1! 0! 1! 0!
CON11! 6! 1! 1! 4! 1! 1! 0!
CON12! 3! 3! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
CON13! 6! 0! 2! 2! 1! 4! 0!
CON14! 7! 0! 0! 6! 0! 2! 0!
CON15! 3! 0! 3! 0! 1! 1! 0!
CON16! 7! 0! 6! 1! 0! 2! 1!
CON17! 4! 1! 2! 2! 0! 4! 0!
CON18! 3! 1! 1! 1! 0! 0! 0!
CON19! 3! 0! 1! 2! 0! 0! 0!
CON20! 8! 0! 3! 3! 0! 3! 0!
CON21! 5! 0! 0! 2! 3! 2! 0!
CON22! 2! 1! 1! 0! 0! 1! 0!

























EXP1! 5! 1! 2! 1! 1! 1! 1!
EXP2! 8! 0! 2! 1! 5! 0! 0!
EXP3! 4! 1! 1! 3! 1! 2! 0!
EXP4! 8! 0! 6! 2! 2! 6! 0!
EXP5! 9! 1! 4! 2! 1! 2! 0!
EXP6! 4! 1! 2! 1! 0! 2! 0!
EXP7! 6! 1! 0! 2! 2! 1! 0!
EXP8! 7! 0! 1! 0! 5! 2! 0!
EXP9! 7! 0! 1! 4! 0! 1! 1!
EXP10! 7! 0! 3! 3! 2! 1! 2!
EXP11! 7! 0! 0! 0! 5! 3! 0!
EXP12! 5! 0! 1! 1! 3! 2! 1!
EXP13! 5! 0! 0! 3! 3! 3! 0!
EXP14! 5! 2! 4! 0! 0! 3! 0!
EXP15! 3! 0! 1! 1! 0! 2! 0!
EXP16! 9! 0! 6! 3! 0! 3! 3!
EXP17! 6! 1! 0! 4! 3! 2! 0!
EXP18! 7! 1! 1! 6! 0! 0! 0!
EXP19! 6! 0! 0! 2! 4! 1! 1!
EXP20! 7! 1! 2! 1! 3! 2! 0!
EXP21! 4! 1! 2! 1! 0! 1! 0!
EXP22! 8! 0! 1! 3! 2! 4! 1!











English$ Japanese$ MI$score$ t8score$
absorb! !(kyuushuu)! 5.14! 28.61!
accept;!receive! .76!(ukeireru)! 5.64! 40.73!
adapt! #.)3!(tokekomu)! 6.32! 18.34!
adopt! 5/6!(toriageru)! 4.13! 20.68!
advance! *!(advance)! 6.46! 30.17!
bring!up;!grow!up! '3!(hagukumu)! 8.82! 50.76!
combine! %2.6!(musubitsukeru)! 5.04! 12.57!
come!into! 5)3!(hairikomu)! 4.22! 13.18!
connect! &-5!(tsunagari)! 4.90! 21.67!
copy! !(mohou)! 6.64! 15.46!
develop! $!(hatten)! 7.43! 80.25!
disappear!  ,	6!(kiesaru)! 4.45! 6.40!
enter! 6!(hairu)! 2.11! 37.12!
erase! !(massatsu)! 6.20! 12.79!
evolve! *!(shinka!)! 4.79! 25.39!
export! (!(yushutsu)! 5.22! 22.86!
feel! 06!(kanzuru)! 3.59! 56.02!
fit! +!(au)! 3.01! 24.93!
flow! 7)3!(nagarekomu)! 5.24! 10.67!
form! !(keisei)! 6.64! 51.03!
grow! '1!(sodatsu)! 5.97! 40.88!
have! 1!(have)! 4.22! 100.65!
import! (!(yunyuu)! 4.51! 24.56!
introduce! "!(torai)! 8.08! 19.62!
lose! +!(ushinau)! 4.44! 31.91!
make! 6!(tsukuru)! 3.22! 60.12!
mix! !!(konzai)! 6.79! 17.70!
reflect! 
!(hanei)! 5.52! 26.32!





English$ Japanese$ MI$score$ t8score$
shape! 6!(katachidzukuru)! 6.51! 13.67!
share! !(kyouyuu)! 5.37! 32.09!
spread! 46!(hiromeru)! 7.33! 29.45!





















absorb! !(kyuushuu)! 5.48! 1.05! 0.25! 0.23! 0.69! 1.34!
accept;!
receive! .76!(ukeireru)! 4.11! 4.21! 0.35! 1.17! 0.37! 0.71!
adapt! #.)3!(tokekomu)! 0.23! 0.00! 0.04! 0.29! 1.79! 1.51!
adopt! 5/6!(toriageru)! 1.83! 1.93! 0.28! 0.55! 1.51! 1.51!
advance! *!(advance)! 0.23! 0.53! 0.11! 0.30! 0.04! 0.44!
bring!up;!
grow!up! '3!(hagukumu)! 0.68! 1.23! 0.06! 0.72! 0.77! 0.74!
combine! %2.6!(musubitsukeru)! 1.60! 0.53! 0.05! 0.66! 0.77! 0.27!
come!into! 5)3!(hairikomu)! 0.68! 5.09! 0.11! 0.65! 1.06! 1.41!
connect! &-5!(tsunagari)! 2.28! 1.76! 0.17! 0.60! 2.20! 1.88!
copy! !(mohou)! 0.23! 3.16! 0.02! 0.12! 1.59! 1.24!
develop! $!(hatten)! 11.18! 4.56! 0.38! 2.06! 1.47! 2.12!
disappear!  ,	6!(kiesaru)! 1.37! 2.46! 0.02! 0.57! 0.49! 0.81!
enter! 6!(hairu)! 0.68! 3.69! 5.49! 1.31! 0.69! 1.41!
erase! !(massatsu)! 0.00! 0.18! 0.02! 0.09! 0.00! 0.07!
evolve! *!(shinka!)! 2.74! 2.28! 0.26! 0.29! 0.53! 0.81!
export! (!(yushutsu)! 0.23! 0.18! 0.15! 0.10! 0.04! 0.20!
feel! 06!(kanzuru)! 12.09! 15.62! 3.14! 6.86! 10.31! 9.31!
fit! +!(au)! 0.91! 1.05! 1.02! 0.69! 0.69! 0.61!
flow! 7)3!(nagarekomu)! 0.00! 0.35! 0.03! 0.28! 0.24! 0.27!
form! !(keisei)! 0.46! 0.18! 0.27! 1.07! 0.65! 0.50!
grow! '1!(sodatsu)! 0.46! 2.11! 0.28! 2.77! 1.63! 2.99!
have! 1!(have)! 63.88! 71.44! 6.18! 121.30! 132.46! 141.61!
import! (!(yunyuu)! 0.91! 5.27! 0.29! 0.10! 0.41! 0.40!

















introduce! "!(torai)! 10.27! 4.04! 0.01! 0.77! 0.77! 1.21!
lose! +!(ushinau)! 7.53! 8.07! 0.52! 3.29! 2.73! 3.03!
make! 6!(tsukuru)! 14.15! 18.43! 4.93! 20.98! 26.08! 28.64!
mix! !!(konzai)! 1.60! 2.46! 0.03! 0.51! 0.86! 1.14!
reflect! 
!(hanei)! 0.46! 0.70! 0.16! 0.99! 0.69! 1.28!
shape! 6!(katachidzukuru)! 0.68! 0.53! 0.02! 0.34! 0.12! 0.57!
share! !(kyouyuu)! 0.00! 0.88! 0.26! 1.41! 6.11! 4.81!
spread! 46!(hiromeru)! 7.30! 7.20! 0.06! 0.68! 0.33! 1.24!
























absorb! !(kyuushuu)! 2.05! 0.70! 0.0008! 0.0009! 0.16! 0.13!
accept;!
receive! .76!(ukeireru)! 0.68! 1.05! 0.0017! 0.0009! 0.00! 0.00!
adapt! #.)3!(tokekomu)! 1.14! 0.00! 0.0003! 0.0006! 0.04! 0.03!
adopt! 5/6!(toriageru)! 0.46! 0.88! 0.0005! 0.0013! 0.04! 0.03!
advance! *!(advance)! 0.00! 0.18! 0.0009! 0.0003! 0.00! 0.00!
bring!up;!
grow!up! '3!(hagukumu)! 0.23! 0.88! 0.0025! 0.0002! 0.00! 0.00!
combine! %2.6!(musubitsukeru)! 0.46! 0.35! 0.0002! 0.0007! 0.00! 0.00!
come!into! 5)3!(hairikomu)! 0.23! 1.93! 0.0002! 0.0000! 0.04! 0.30!
connect! &-5!(tsunagari)! 0.23! 0.18! 0.0005! 0.0013! 0.04! 0.00!
copy! !(mohou)! 0.00! 0.53! 0.0002! 0.0000! 0.00! 0.00!
develop! $!(hatten)! 1.83! 0.35! 0.0063! 0.0017! 0.00! 0.00!
disappear!  ,	6!(kiesaru)! 0.00! 0.35! 0.0000! 0.0008! 0.00! 0.03!
enter! 6!(hairu)! 0.23! 1.23! 0.0023! 0.0010! 0.00! 0.24!
erase! !(massatsu)! 0.00! 0.18! 0.0002! 0.0003! 0.00! 0.00!
evolve! *!(shinka!)! 0.00! 0.18! 0.0007! 0.0013! 0.00! 0.07!
export! (!(yushutsu)! 0.23! 0.00! 0.0005! 0.0003! 0.00! 0.00!
feel! 06!(kanzuru)! 0.00! 0.35! 0.0036! 0.0003! 0.00! 0.00!
fit! +!(au)! 0.00! 0.35! 0.0008! 0.0013! 0.08! 0.17!
flow! 7)3!(nagarekomu)! 0.00! 0.18! 0.0001! 0.0001! 0.00! 0.00!
form! !(keisei)! 0.23! 0.00! 0.0026! 0.0013! 0.00! 0.00!
grow! '1!(sodatsu)! 0.00! 0.18! 0.0017! 0.0010! 0.00! 0.00!
have! 1!(have)! 2.97! 4.04! 0.0110! 0.0137! 0.20! 0.17!

















import! (!(yunyuu)! 0.68! 2.11! 0.0006! 0.0002! 0.00! 0.07!
introduce! "!(torai)! 1.14! 0.88! 0.0004! 0.0013! 0.00! 0.00!
make! 6!(tsukuru)! 1.37! 0.70! 0.0044! 0.0025! 0.04! 0.03!
lose! +!(ushinau)! 1.83! 2.98! 0.0011! 0.0010! 0.29! 0.57!
mix! !!(konzai)! 0.00! 1.23! 0.0003! 0.0010! 0.00! 0.13!
reflect! 
!(hanei)! 0.23! 0.18! 0.0007! 0.0016! 0.08! 0.07!
shape! 6!(katachidzukuru)! 0.23! 0.18! 0.0002! 0.0040! 0.00! 0.27!
share! !(kyouyuu)! 0.00! 0.35! 0.0010! 0.0035! 0.12! 0.20!
spread! 46!(hiromeru)! 1.14! 0.18! 0.0009! 0.0009! 0.00! 0.10!
take!in! 576!(toriireru)! 0.91! 1.05! 0.0019! 0.0001! 0.04! 0.07!
!
Note:!Collocations!with!a!frequency!of!zero!were!not!included!in!the!correlations!calculated!with!this!
data.!
